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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
A. Introduction 
The problem of estimating the parameters of a regression equation 
in which both the dependent and independent variables have been measured 
with error has been studied since the latter part of the nineteenth 
century. Most of the past work has been done on the univariate linear 
model with constant error variances. More recently, work has been done 
on multivariate, non-linear, and non-constant error variance models. As 
an extension of ordinary weighted regression, we consider the problem of 
using weighting functions in the univariate errors-ln-variables model 
when there are non-constant error variances. We also consider under 
what conditions estimated variances may be used as weights. Theoretical 
results require the use of large sample theory. We also describe a 
computer program that constructs estimates by weighting the observations 
by estimated variances. 
B. Literature Review 
We present here the general univariate linear errors-in-variables 
model. Assume 
^t *tê + ' t = 1, 2 n , (1.1) 
where is an (1 x k) vector, 6 is a (k x 1) vector of unknown 
parameters, and q^. is the error in the regression equation. The Xj. 
2 
may be either fixed or random. 
We assume that we are unable to observe = (y^, x^.) directly 
but instead we observe = (Y^, X^.) where 
%t - ft + "t 
= *t + "t 
t — 1, 2, «««» n (1*2) 
with Hj. = (Wj., Uj.) the vector of measurement errors. We assume that 
the Qj. are independent (0, random variables, E(a^) = 0 , 
B("t"t) = Saatt ' "ith ^ech = [a^^t' ^ wtt' (^sch 1^^%%)']' , 
and the q^. are independent of (aj , x^) for all t and j . 
Frequently, it is convenient to combine the two kinds of error in 
Yj. . We denote this combined error by e^. = q^. + w^. , where 
E(e2) = Oggj-j. • In this notation, = (e^, u^) and 
G(ëtSc) " -sett * 
We now present a literature review of some special cases of the 
above model. 
1. No measurement error in the Independent variable 
First, let us review models in which x^ has been measured without 
error so that = 0 , t=l, 2, ...,n. There are two main 
cases. 
3 
a. Homogeneous error variancaià 
In this case, we have ECe^) = , t = 1, 2, ..., n , and it is 
also assumed that the errors are uncorrelated so that ECe^e^) = 0 for 
t * j . If we assume that are fixed real-valued vectors, 
this model is called the fixed linear model. There are numerous 
references for the above model. See, for example, Searle (1971). 
On the other hand, if = (1, » t = 1, 2, n , where 
Xgj, ..., Xgn ^ sample from a distribution with finite second 
moments, the model is called the random linear regression model. A good 
reference is Graybill (1976). 
b. Non-homogeneous error variances 
Assume E(e'e) = where e = (e^, e^, ..., e^) and , 
t = 1, 2, ..., n , are fixed real-valued vectors. This model is called 
the general linear model. Two general cases have been studied. In the 
first case is known, positive definite (or known up to a scalar 
multiple). In this case, the best linear unbiased estimator is 
" _i _i _i 
6 = (X 'Z X) X' Z Y 
~ »ee "«e 
where X = (x^, x^, ..., x^)' is of full rank, Y = (y^, y^)' 
and A is a generalized inverse of the matrix A . In this case, 
Var(B) = (X'e"^X)~^ 
For more information, see Graybill (1976). 
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In the second case, S is unknown and it is assumed that an 
r^ e 
estimator of E , namely t , is available. Then, under certain 
conditions an unbiased estimator Is 
which is called the weighted regression estimator. Often is given 
as a function of a small number of parameters and these are estimated 
from residuals obtained in an ordinary least squares regression. The 
variance of the weighted regression estimator has been studied by 
Williams (1967) and Bernent and Williams (1969). 
Finally, information on multivariate linear models can be found in 
Johnson and Wichern (1982), and good discussions of non-linear models 
can be obtained in Bard (1974) and Gallant (1986). 
2. Measurement error present in the independent variable 
We now consider models in which the independent variables have been 
measured with error. 
a. Homogeneous error variances 
Assume E = E , t = 1, 2, ..., n . If the , t = 1, 
~aatt ~aa t 
2, ..., n , are fixed real-valued vectors, the model (1.1)-(1.2) is 
called the functional model while if = (1, ' t = 1, 2, ..., 
n , where the have finite second moments, the model is called the 
structural model. In either the functional or structural cases, in 
order to estimate g consistently, additional assumptions need to be 
5 
made. Generally, assumptions are made about the variances and covari-
ances. Some of the most common assumptions are: 
• ^e known 
11) a >0 and an unbiased estimator of E , namely S , is qq ~aa ^ aa 
available 
ill) q = 0 , Z = a^T and T known 
^t ~aa aa aa 
iv) q. hO,E =T^n ; 0 a fixed positive semi-definite 
t ~aa ~aa ~aa 
matrix, S an unbiased estimator of 0 
aa ~aa 
For cases i) and ill) see Moran (1971) and Fuller (1987, Sections 
2.2 and 2.3). For case 11), Fuller (1987, Section 2.2) considers the 
estimator 
I - <"xx - Suu)"'<"lCY - • (1-3) 
«here 1 ZJZj and , and are the 
appropriate submatrices of and . Under certain conditions 
n (I - 6) —> N(0, Fgg) 
where is the asymptotic covarlance matrix. For the multivariate 
result, see Dahm and Fuller (1986). 
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For case iv), Fuller (1987, Section 2.3) has shown that with 
1 • <"xit - • (1-4) 
where \ is the smallest root of - AT | = 0 , as v = nT + ^ 
- 0 —-> ««• I) 
and is the asymptotic covariance matrix. 
For multivariate and non-linear results in the case of homogeneous 
error variances, see Amemiya (1982), Araemiya and Fuller (1984), Anderson 
(1984), and Fuller (1987, Sections 3.2-3.3 and Chapter 4). For the 
special case called the factor analysis model in which E(e^u^) = 0 , 
t=l, 2, ...,n, and is diagonal, see Anderson and Rubin (1956) 
and Lawley and Maxwell (1971). 
b. Non-homogeneous error variances 
In all of the above cases, for which there is measurement error in 
the observed independent variable , it is assumed that the error 
variances are constant. Under the assumptions that the errors are 
normal and that is independent of (q^, a^, ) for all t 
and j , Miller (1986, Section V.C) has shown that a t-test or F-test 
for homogeneity of variance for 
^t " ®t ~ "t'ê ' t = 1, 2, ..., n , 
is obtained by the regression of (v^ - v)2 on *{. » where and 
are estimates, obtained under homogeneous variance assumptions, of 
Vj. and Xj. respectively. 
For the remainder of this chapter, we concentrate on work that has 
been done under the assumption that error variances are non-homogeneous. 
We will use the notation o = (1, - • 
Sprent (1966) presented a general estimator for the functional 
relationship with no error in the equation, i.e., = 0 . His 
estimator requires that the matrices S . ^  be known for each 
^ ~aatt 
observation. Sprent used the estimator S which minimizes (w.r.t. ^ ) 
t=l 
He showed this estimator to be the generalized least squares estimator 
for the given problem. He did not discuss the distributional properties 
of his estimator. Dolby (1972) showed that Sprent's estimator is 
identical with the maximum likelihood procedure under the assumption of 
normal a^ . 
Booth (1973) developed an estimator using the quantity 
= n ~aatt ""dcr the assumption q^. = 0 . His estimator 
minimizes (w.r.t. a ) 
2(2) = (S'5aa2)"l(%'Mzz2) . 
The estimator is 
î •• <"xx -
where X is the smallest root of I ML. - XS 1=0 and 2 and Z 
' ZZ -^a ' Miu Miw 
are the appropriate submatrices of S In addition to other 
~aa 
assumptions, Booth assumed that the have bounded third and fourth 
moments and that the elements of are bounded by a finite constant 
for t = 1, 2 Under these assumptions, he showed that 3 is 
consistent, and he derived the mean and variance of the limiting 
distribution with and without the assumption of normality 
Then, Booth (1973) also derived a two-step estimator Q* which 
requires an initial consistent estimator such as his 3 and also 
requires that each E be known. Under the assumption of 
'vaatt 
multivariate normality for the errors, he showed that 3* is 
asymptotically normal. His estimator is 
è* - - A*»'' }, 
t=i t=i 
t=l t=l 
where = g' ^att" ' smallest 
root of 
I""' KlttW - A""' " t=l t=l 
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Mak (1983) investigated the distributional properties of Sprent's 
generalized least squares estimator. He showed that Sprent's estimator 
is consistent under certain conditions, and he derived the asymptotic 
variance of the estimator assuming that the third and fourth moments of 
exist. 
Chan and Mak (1984) estimated the structural parameters (i.e., 
those parameters that enter the distribution of the observations for 
infinitely many t ) in a multivariate linear functional relationship 
( is r-dimensional) with heterogeneous error variances. They assume 
q. = 0 and the Z . . to be known or to be given functions of Che same 
t ~aatt 
unknown parameters 0 = (8^, 8^)' . They showed that the maximum 
likelihood estimators for 8 = (6_, 8,) and 0 are the roots of a 
rw (J fvi 
rather complex system of equations. In general, the system must be 
solved numerically, and they describe an algorithm for this purpose. 
They presented conditions under which ^ = [vec(B'), 0'] is consistent 
Vo ^ LI 
and showed that when it is consistent, n (% " %) > N(0, £) where 
r is the asymptotic covariance matrix. A consistent estimator of r 
is given. 
Fuller (1984) considers the case for which we have available 
estimator matrices of S .. , denoted by Z ^. . The S are such 
~aatt •' ~aatt ~aatt 
Chat E(Iaatt) = Saatt ^^^t=lSaatt^ = ^t=l^aatt * assumed that 
the random part of is a random sample from a distribution wi th 
finite 4 + 6 (6 > 0) moments and that the Z have bounded 2+6 
~aatt 
moments. Fuller (1984) showed that the estimator 
10 
(1-5) 
where M = n ,(Z'Z. -I ..) and M and M are the 
zz t=l t t "^att XX xy 
appropriate submatrices of is such that 
where 
"^(S - 8) «0. irW') , 
- 1  "  M = plim n Z x'x , 
n+oo t=l 
-1 * G = plim n Z , 
n+oo t=l 
• 
"t ' " *tê = It + "t - »t8 
He also presented an estimator of the asymptotic variance of g 
11 
II. USE OF WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS IN THE NON-HOMOGENEOUS 
MEASUREMENT ERROR MODEL 
Fuller's estimator (1.5) can be improved when the error variances 
are non-constant by the use of weights to construct a generalized least 
squares estimator. We now consider the use of estimated weights in a 
generalized form of (1.5). The may be either fixed or random, and 
we assume, as in Fuller (1984), that we have estimators of Z . The 
^aatt 
cases of presence and absence of an error in the equation must be 
treated separately. Results for the two cases appear below as Theorems 
2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 
A. Error in the Regression Equation 
We begin by considering the case for which we have an error in the 
equation. Discussion of the theorem and its implications follow the 
proof. 
Theorem 2.1 Let y^ = x^jS + q^ , + a^ 
(qu ,  a ) lnd(0, block diag{a , E }) (2.1) 
L L qq ***^ 0 L L 
where = (Y^, X^) , = (w^, u^) is the vector of measurement 
errors, q^ is the error In the equation, and is the k-dlmenslonal 
row vector of true values. Assume that estimators of E , denoted 
~aatt 
by , t = 1, 2, ..., n , are symmetric positive semi-definite 
12 
matrices. Let c . = vech E and c= vech E . Assume 
at ~aatt at '-eatt 
(Tqq >0 is unknown and that there is a set of estimated weights tTJ. , 
t = 1, 2, n , available. Let 
- iatt> 
and 
/« A_1 A 
6 = M M 
xnx xity 
where M and M are the appropriate submatrices of M Let XTIX XTiy rr t- z %% 
[q^, (c^j. - ' , (Xj. - » t = 1, 2, ..., n , be independent 
with bounded 4+6 moments (6 > 0) , E{(q^, , q^a^)|x^} = 0 , 
E{x^ - %%%} = 0 , and 
— l/n  ^  ^
lim n 2 2 TT E{c - c } = 0 . (2.2) 
n+oo t=l 
l^t {( w^)} be a fixed sequence indexed by t , where {ir^} 
is bounded above and below by fixed positive numbers. Let 
plim n ^ E = plim n ^ E Yl , j = 1, 2 (2.3) 
n+. t=l n-H» t=l t-C't 
where 
= [\> (vech Z^Z^)', (vech z^z^)', c^^]' . 
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Let 
-1 " plim n E 
n+00 t=l a+w 
plim G = G (2.5) 
n+oo 
-1 " be positive definite, where G = n Z iT^E{d'd } , 
t=l c 
't - - ^ vtt ' 
"tiS • h'.tt - <^ »tt - 5uattfi> • Suwtt Juutt 
are submatrices of Z . Assume 
~aatt 
and 
- I/o * 
plim n 2 2 ( ir - IT )d = 0 (2.6) 
n+oo t=l 
1'- "tJiltiitt • Vg • (2-7) 
n+co t=l 
Then, as n+m 
(g _ g) _k-> N(o, I) , 
where 
*  _ ]  
Vgg = " Mxm(G*x,K , 
*  - 1  
G = (n - k) E Tf^ d'd , 
t=l 
14 
k ' - Let ' 
^vtt • - &')' . 
and V. = Y. - X. 3 . 
c c 
Proof. We begin by writing 
'/Zf* _ in . . '•/2 ,--1 n - 6) 
Vo '*-1 . " 
n'ZM (M - M g) 
xitx xuy XTIX~ 
1/» A_1 , -1 " » « 
" '"x»'- \<-K\ -
- n"' - Ltc)»l 
/^z Û-1 r„-l " 
" "xm'" - îuvtt» 
where - x^s and = Ltt " Ltd 5 
compact expression is 
n^/2(3_ g) = % ;^d^) , (2.8) 
t=l 
where d' = X'v. - Z ,, . Now, 
t t t ~uvtt ' 
15 
XTOt 
-1 " 
= n 
t=l 
• \ + "t»!: + + "t"t - Suutt' 
t=l 
o a"' s + n"' E f " Let' 
t=l t=l 
+.-' £ (:, - - Let' • 
t=i 
The matrix M is 
xnx 
\K^t ' "x« + °p(') 
t=l 
by Assumption (2.4). Also 
"e'-i-'t + - Juutt - <iutt - • °p(') 
since (,;) are bounded, , u'u^ - and 
'p< have 2 + V? 5 moments, and n , ?.(% .. - Z ,.) = o (1) by t=l t ~Qatt «aatt p 
(2.2). In addition, 
n-' £ - i„,,) - O (1) 
t=l 
by Assumption (2.3). Therefore, 
"xiw - "%.% + °p(') - "• 
Also, 
16 
and 
_]/ n . _!/ n _!/ n . 
n 2 j; Tf d' = n ^ Z ïï d' + n 2 j ( ir - ir )d' 
t=l ^ ^ t=l c c C=1 c: c c 
— Vo ^ 
n  ^Z ( TT - ÏÏ )d' = 0 (1) by Assumption (2.6) 
t=l c c t P 
so that 
n n * 1/ n 
n" '2 2 TT d: = n" '2 g  ^d' + o (1) . (2.10) 
t=l t=l c c P 
Note that n - 0 (1) because E(n ^ TT^d') = o(l) . 
t~j. u u p n*~i c L 
See the discussion on the random variables n^d^ that follows. Thus, 
by (2.9) and (2.10) 
n/^(6 - 8) = n~^^2M-l g n. d' + o (1) . (2.11) 
~ ~ XTK . , t t p t=l 
Consider the random variables ir^d^ , 
- 5uvtt' 
= + u'w^  - + u'.^  -
+ u'q^ + U'W^ -
- + "é-t - - ^ utt> - SlUtt'S 
17 
which, with ir^} fixed, is a combination of elements of 
[qj-. (Xj. - , t = 1, 2, ..., n . Since the 
[q^.» (Cgc - (Xt - %%(;)] are independent, the , t = 1, 
2, ..., n are independent. Also, 
E(»^ 4P . E{EU^ (x;q|, + + u'q^  + u'.^  -
- - Euucc)a|icl) 
= E{E[n^x^(q^ + w^ - u^0) + n^u^q^jx^]} 
+ E;{E[n|.(u'W|. - r„„„)|i^ I) 
The first term of the expression for is zero because 
E{(q^, , q^a^)|%^} = 0 and is a fixed sequence. Note that 
ECir d') is not necessarily zero since E(a'a - E ) = 0 may not be 
C U LU *^@8 L L 
true. However, 
- 1/ " 
lim E(n '2 g ir^d^) = 0 
n+» t=l 
since 
18 
r\ I lim n 'Z 
n->oo t=l 
11» n- % : - S,,,, + ' iatt> 
n-HM t=l 
- - Saatt) " ° 
n-H*> t=l 
by Assumption 2.2. Now, 
^^d'|2+^/2Ô = - %Kc)'qc + + Slt^t + J^t"t + "t^t 
+ ^"t^ • ^wtt) • (^wtt • Suwtt)} - *c([(*t - ^ t)"t 
+ 4t"t + ("L"t - Suutt) - (^ utt •  ^ ' 
where, for a vector , |d^| denotes the vector of absolute values 
of the elements of . Since {n^} is bounded above and below by 
fixed positive numbers, there exist real numbers ir^ and ir^ such 
that 0 < TTj^ < TTj. < iTjj for all t . Therefore, using the upper bound 
19 
< 4*'^ ''de, - K-t - Ji,t''"tl'^ ''' 
+ l"i"t " Jumtl^  ^  ^* I^ UWtt " ' 
+ l|(*c - + I Jict"t 1^ '' '•'^  ° 
+ l»i»t - ' + I Lee - '> 
and thus 
E( I n^d- I ^'2 ') 
+ I Lee - Juuee I '' I êl ® « I aield "> 
+ :( kt-el'" ''' '> + « I Jit "e I'"" ''' '> lêl'" ' 
+ =(K"e - ^ ..eel'"'^ '') ^  K\ " ;^ „eeII Sl 
( 2 . 1 2 )  
20 
The elements of the first 6 terms in (2.12) are all finite since 
[q^, ~ ®at^' (*t " ' t = 1, 2, n , are from a 
distribution with bounded 4+6 moments and since ^ is 
finite. The next three terms in (2.12) which involve are finite 
for the above reasons and since is a fixed sequence. Finally, 
consider E(lu'w - E . Now, 
' t t ~uwtt ' 
"i"t = Ju»tt % 
where is a zero mean random variable with bounded 2 + V2 6 
moments since = (w^, ) has bounded 4+6 moments. Thus, 
In a similar way, we can show E(|u'u - S 1^^ ^ 2 '^) < « . Therefore, 
' t u ' 
'^ ) is finite, t = 1, 2, ..., n . However, the moments 
are not bounded because the fixed part is not bounded. Let 
= ir^Xd' where X is a fixed 1 x k row vector, X 0 . Note 
t t~ t ~ ~ 
that 
'1: = + "t - °tS' + ("t - + "t - "tS> 
+ "'It + - butt's 
%«tt ' ^ (jSuuCC - 5uutt>â 
21 
= I, I. -I)[v^, &U» - 4utt'' 
where I is the k x k identity matrix. Therefore, 
where , I, I, -I) and is the vector of random parts of 
dj. listed above. Thus, 
X t = > 
where = 7r^Xb^ . The are independent with bounded 2 + V2 5 
moments because the are independent and we have removed the fixed, 
unbounded p ^ . Now 
"XXt 
n-^V^ = S c^E(e;^e^^)c^ 
t=l 
= n Z ïï^ECd'd }A' = XGX' —XGX' by assumption 
r" , t t t ~ (x /V (W rw •' t=l 
so that n is bounded above and below for large n . Let 
"cc = /, • 
t=l 
The elements of M are multiples of n ,Tr?u' p ^ , n ^ s" , w^u 
cc t=l t^Xt^Kt t=l t'^t 
22 
and n . Note that the elements of 
n 
/, 'fliltfet (2.13) 
t=l 
are bounded above and below for large n since the are bounded 
and by (2.7) and is bounded 
since the {n^} are bounded. We now show that the elements of 
-1 _n 9 
n ^t-i^t^xt bounded (in absolute value) 
Since the are bounded, the elements of n are 
-1-n 
t=l -^t bounded if the elements of n ^ are bounded. Since the 
elements of n ^ are bounded by (2.13), the elements of 
t=l t"«t~Kt 
n are bounded. Now, suppose n ^Z^_^a2 is bounded for 
some a^ . Then 
-1 " I I -1 ^ I I -1 ^ I 
n Z |a I = n Z |a | + n Z |a 
t=l t=l t=l 
|aj<l |aj>l 
-1 " -1 n 
< n S 1 + n Z a2 
t=l t=l 
|a^I<1 |a^|>l 
n 
< 1 + n " Z a -1 " 2 
t=l ^ 
is bounded above. Let a^ be the diagonal element of u' u , then 
t -^t-^t 
the elements of n ^^t=l^ti«t bounded in absolute value. Thus, by 
Theorem 10.1 and its multivariate extension (see Chapter X, Appendix B), 
23 
as n+«> 
[ Z Tr2E(d;d.)] ^^2 2 TT d: —> N(0, I) . (2.14) 
t = l  c  t = l  ^  
We next show that 
1 " 
plim n E Tr2[d'd - E(d'd )] = 0 . 
n-foo t=l 
Since {TT^} is bounded above and below, it is enough to show that 
-1 * plim n S [d'd. - E(d'd.)] = 0 . 
n+co t=l 
Now, the i-th element of the vector d^ is 
• "xtl\ + - 'uvttl' - ("uvcci - °uvttl> 
Thus, d^d^ - E(d^d^) contains terms such as 
"vvtt' • "ti • (2-15) 
^xt^^t^t ~ = M^S3 , (2.16) 
and terms with all random parts such as 
(«t - ~ (2.17) 
where we have dropped the subscript i . Consider the first term listed 
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and let y = V4 5 . Then ECCr^)^"*"^} is bounded by the assumption of 
4+6 moments on the errors and estimated covariances. Let 
0 < 6 < 1 . We use Theorem 5.2.3 of Chung (1974, p. 111). 
Let = ^xt^^t ~ %vtt^ ~ "here is the x of 
Chung's theorem. Then 
E / dF^ (x^) < E ii2n-l j r^dF^Cr^) 
|x |>n ^ t t 
Let = sup n , The set of x such that |x^^| = > n is 
l<t<n 
a smaller set than the set )(sup Vi^)r2j > n . Also, 
{x: |(sup > n} = {x: r^ > (sup 
{x: r2 > [sup n ^ 1 _ & 1} 
z ^ z z 
Thus, 
n n 
E / dF (X ) < n"' E U2 j r^dF (r ) 
"'Kl>n ' r2 > A;' 
< n ^A^ E tj2 J (r^^l^XdF^(r^) 
Now, we know that E{(r2)^^^} and n ^E^_^p2 are bounded. Thus, if we 
can show that A^ + 0 , then 
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n 
E / dF (x ) + 0 . 
kl>- ° 
We have that 
-1 " „ p _ 
n r 'c%| —> > 0 
t=l 
Let S = n ^ e" , IT . Then, 
n t=l n t 
S = n \n - 1)S , + n ^ir 
n n-1 n n 
and 
P 
S , —> M 
n-1 xirx 
Thus n ^ir x^ —^> 0 , or n ^x^ —^> 0 with {IT } bounded above and 
n n n t 
below. We now need the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let {g^} be a sequence of r.v.'s such that 
n —^> A < » . Then sup |g^| = o (n) . 
l<t<n ^ 
— 1 n. 
Proof. Let S = n ,g^ . Then as we have seen above, 
n t=l°t 
-1 -1 -1 p 
= n (n - l)S^_j^ + n and n > 0 or instead, 
-11 I p 
n jg^l > 0 . Now, let e > 0 be given. By definition, there 
exists an integer N(e) such that P{n ^jg^j > e} < e if n > N( e) . 
The set for which m ^|gj^| > e (m > n) is smaller than the set for 
-11 I 
which n |g^j > e . Therefore, we have 
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P(m > e} < e for all m > n > N( e) . 
Choose M > N(e) such chat 
Then, 
P{M ^ sup |g I > G} < 
l<t<M 
P{n ^sup |g I > e} < e 
l<t<n 
for every n > M . Since e is arbitrary, the result follows, 
Applying the above lemma to our situation, we have 
that is, 
sup = o (n) 
l<t<n P 
-1 2 P ^ n 
n sup > 0 . 
l<t<n 
Since we also have lim n M ^ = M , we can use the above 
t=l t4xt4xt pirp 
n-^ 00 
lemma to show 
n ^ sup pZ + 0 . (2.18) 
l<t<n 
That is, + 0 . Thus, the first condition of Chung's theorem is 
satisfied. To show the second condition. 
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n"^ E / %2dF (x ) < n"2 C / ll2r2)''^^dF 
|x |<n ' .frkn 
'  C  ' t t  
= n-l Z m2 / (n-%2)Y(,2)l+YdF^ 
w2r2<n 
< n"^ Z / (r2)l+TdF^ + 0 
t=l 
by the same arguments. Therefore, conditions (i) and (ii) of Chung's 
theorem are established and 
pUm u|j(v| - - 0 . 
For the other two types of terms (2.16) and (2.17), we can show that the 
conditions are satisfied by similar arguments. 
For terms of the form w^s^ , we note that E(|s3|^^^) < » and 
that B = sup (n ^lu 1) 0 by the following. If |w I < 1 for 
l<t<n -ii , -1 
every t , then sup(n | | ) < n + 0 . If | | > 1 for some 
t , then sup(n |) < sup(n ^u^) = A + 0 by (2.18). 
t t 
For those terms containing only random parts as in (2.17), we note 
that E( IwM A'^) < K < " and thus 
I / «„ < s J .-(l+Y)|.4|l+TdFw 
*• ^ |wH>n ^ lwM>n 11 I t 
< n-(l+T) S ; |w4|l+tF 
t=l ' c' 
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< n \ 0 , 
'-1 |„J|<n '=1 |„J|<n 
< n"2 z / |^w4|l+YdF 
|w:l<a 
< 2 J |w4|l+TdF 
L=1 ' t' 
< Kn"^ 4. 0 
and the conditions of Chung's theorem are satisfied for all terms. 
Therefore, 
n n 
plim n S irZd'd = lim n"^ E Tr^ECd'd ) . (2.19) 
n+« t=l n+oo t=l 
Now, 
- - Juutt® 
- 4vtt - - îuuttXê - 2) 
d; - (:;%c - 5uucc)(& - S) - (2-20) 
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We wish to show that 
(n - k)"l E %d. = (n - k)"^ E vM!d + o (1) . (2.21) 
t = l  c  c  t = l  c  c  t  p  
By equality (2.20), 
—  1  ^  A A A  
(n - k) E TT^d'd 
t=l 
= (n-k)-l £ :2d'd^ - (8 - gxc.-k)-! " 
t=l t=l 
- (n-k)-l Ï - 6) 
t=l 
+ (i - «)'(»-%)"' â> 
Thus, it remains to show that the terms other than n ^ 
Op(l) . 
Recall (2.11) that 
1/ ^ 1/ 1 1 ^ 
n  '2(3 - 0) = n '2m~^ n" E % d' + o ( 1 )  .  
^  ^  X T K  .  ,  t  t  P  t=l 
By Assumption (2.5), E^_^ Tr^E(d^d^) = Op(n) . Therefore, by (2.14) we 
have n ^ ) and thus 
( 0 - 3) = Op(n *^ 2 ) ( 2 . 2 2 )  
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Therefore, to complete the proof of (2.21), we need to show that 
- i„tt> an" 
"t - - Suvtt 
= - x,ê> -
= (0. DZ'Z^ d, - (0. I)Z,,cc(l. -S')' 
(0, I)[z;z^ - -6')' 
Thus, 
(n-k)-l - L„) 
.  ( . - k ) - i  ; | ( 0 .  I ) [ Z ' Z ^  -  4 3 „ ] ( I .  - 2 ' ) '  
x(0, I)(Z;Zc - Zaact'CO-
(n-t)-l Î ,|(0, «IZJZt - Let'"- -â'>' 
t  =  l  
X  ( 0 ,  D I Z ' Z ^  -  S a a ^ l C O .  I ) '  +  O p ( l )  
- °p(:) 
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by (2.3) and because we have a linear function of XtiXt * Similarly, 
. -1  "  
(n-k)-' - Juutt' • °p(l) 
and (2.21) follows. Also, 
n 
plim n I (ïï^d'd - ir^d'd ) 
n+o, t=l 
n 
= plim E - tt2)(o, 1)[Z'Z - £,_J(1, -6')' 
n+m t=l C C t t ^att 
X (1. -6')[Z'Zj. - ;^atc](0, I)' = 0 (2.23) 
by (2.3) and because we have a linear function of the elements of 
. Combining (2.21) and (2.23), we have 
- 1  o  
plim [G - n E ifEKd'd )] 
n+" t=l 
—1 ^ A A * _1 ^ 
= plim [(n-k) S ir^d'd - n Z Tr^E(d'd )] 
n-»-" t=l t=l 
= 0 . (2.24) 
-1*^-1 **-1 
Recall that = n M GM . Then, combining Assumption (2.5), gg XTOC XTOC o f V /J 
(2.9), (2.11), (2.14), and (2.24), we have that 
g)-k_> N(0. I) . n 
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Note that the specification of the model in Theorem 2.1 contains 
both the functional and structural models as special cases. In the 
functional or fixed model, x = U ^ are fixed vectors. In the 
t "^Xt 
structural or random model, p ^ = (1, y ) where p is fixed over 
' %t <vx 
t and the lower right (k-1) x (k-1) portion of the variance-
covariance matrix of , E , is positive definite. Our 
t «KX 
specification admits the general situation where the mean of x^ may 
depend on the index t . Clearly, to obtain a limiting normal 
distribution, some conditions need to be imposed on the sequence of the 
means of the true values. One such condition that works is 
nZ X • 
Clearly, we also need to have the probability limit of be 
positive definite to obtain a limiting distribution for g . 
Note also that our definition of the estimator 3 permits the 
matrices to be singular. For example, it is well-known that if 
the model contains an intercept then one of the elements (usually 
designated to be the first element) of the vector , is always one 
and the corresponding row and column of Z are zero vectors. 
~aatt 
Clearly, we need to place some assumptions on the estimated error 
variances and the weights to obtain a limiting distribution. 
- Vo n " We also need to have our estimated quantities n ^ Z , TT d and t=l t t 
*"1 n A A 
G = (n - k) ^t-l^t*^t^t behave in the limit as the quantities they are 
estimating, namely n '^2 ir d and G = n ^z"_,n2d'd . To obtain 
L~I C C U~X U U L 
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this result, we have assumed (2.3) and (2.6). Clearly, we also need to 
have plim G exist and be positive definite. 
n-Km 
As we can see, an important aspect of Theorem 2.1 is that it 
provides an estimator of the parameters that can be used without having 
to completely specify the distribution of (x^, u^) . Thus, it may be 
used in a wide range of applications. 
Note that the weights will usually be related to the error 
variances in the model. Often, as in ordinary generalized least 
squares, the estimation procedure will be an iterative process. Tliu 
first iteration would use = 1 , and then an estimator of thu 
"best" weight would be used as the for succeeding iterations. More 
discussion of weights may be found in Chapter 3. 
B. No Error in the Regression Equation 
We now consider the case when we have no error in the regression 
equation, that is, q^ = 0 . In Theorem 2.2, we show that for this case 
the estimator of j3 is asymptotically normal either as the sample size 
becomes large or (and) as the error variances become small compared to 
the variation in . To take care of both of these limit types, the 
sequence of estimators is indexed by v , where v = n T , n is the 
V V V 
sample size, and for a particular v , the error covariance matrix 
-I 
E .. is a fixed matrix multiplied by T . The sequences {n } and 
~aatt V V 
{T^ } are assumed to be non-decreasing in v . For simplicity, we will 
omit the subscript v on n and T from now on. 
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Because we assume that there is no error in the equation, we now 
have an estimate for the entire variance structure. This assumption 
leads us to the use of the root of a determinantal equation in defining 
our estimator. As a result of using the root equation, we obtain an 
additional term in the expression of the random variable as 
compared to Theorem 2.1. Therefore, additional assumptions are needed 
to get convergence to a normal distribution. 
Theorem 2.2. Let the model (2.1) hold with = 0 and 
^att " ^Saatt t - 1, 2, ..., n . 
Let g = M ^ M , where 
~ XTK xny 
M = ML _ - XZ 
z HZ Z irZ "-a Tia.. 
A A _ 1 ^ 
t=l 
A  A  
and X is the smallest root of M_ _ - XE = 0 . Let 
' Z ïïZ ïïa.. ' 
[T - %%%)] ' ^ 1, 2, ..., n , 
be independent random variables with bounded 4+6 moments (6 > 0) , 
= 0 , E{ajx^ } = 0 , 
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and 
- Vo  ^ " lim T n  '2 2 n.E{c - c . } = 0 , (2.25) 
VK. t=l  ^
where v = Tn . Assume that 
n"' Î ICaacc) ' 0 (n"'^2 ) . J - 1 ,  2  ( 2 . 2 6 )  
t=l 
pllm n"^'^ 2 (îîj - = 0 , j = 1, 2 (2.27) 
V->a> t = l 
pllm n~^''2 z = 0 , j = 1, 2 (2.28) 
v+" t=l 
where  ^= [T '^ 2 (vec z^ a^ )', - vech a^ a^ )', - c^ )^'] , and 
pllm n ^ Z AI = pllm n ^ Z ir^^è' , (2.29) 
V+oo t=l v-M. t=l 
'* l/_ * 
where ^ = [vech( z ^ z ^ ) ,  T 6vec( z^a^), I vech(a^a^), Tc^^] . Let 
{( , Tj.)} be a fixed sequence, where {n^ } is bounded above 
and below by fixed positive numbers. Let 
t!l ' "«'I' • (2-3°) 
pli» In-' £ = P"- 't&att > (2-31) 
\)+<n t=l V+M t = l 
- 1  "  pllm n E ir^x'x^ = pllm M = M , (2.32) 
V-.» t=l " " " V>co 
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lim G = G , (2.33) 
V+oo 
with M and G positive definite, and 
X T T X  
- 1  *  G = n"^ S 7fE{d'd.} 
t=l c 
t=l 
^t^t ^vtt ^^t "vvtt^ °VW. .ÂlW. 
_ 1  ^  A  
^vnv..' ^ Tiu..' ^ Tiu..^ ^ ^att~' ~^utt' ~ ^utt^ 
2' - (1, -g'), - 2'Z„ct2 , and - Z,atc2 • 
Then, 
pllm {r;'/2(8- g) - n"'r;'''2M;;|,^ ° \dp - o (2.34) 
v+» t=1 
-1—1 —1 
where F = n M (34 . Furthermore, if n+œ as v>® , then 
~ V  X T O C  X 7 I X  '  
« (2.35) 
where 
ï„„ = n"'r' 
3 3  X T K  X T K  
G = (n-k) ^ Z wZd'd. 
t=l 
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\ - Ltt - - °vvtt>Saw, 
_ 1  n . 
^TIU..^ ^ ^Utt^ t=l 
<"vvtf Irutt' ° 'â'^atcS- 2'Sauce) ' 
KS. 
and 
a' - (1, -B') 
Proof. Consider ML _ and 2 . By definition, 
2 ïïZ Tia.. 
^ TTZ irz  ^ÏÏA.. 
t=l 
- 1  "  -
° t=l 
+ n"' Ï .^ (z'a^  + + a'a,. -
t=l 
+ n"' I (~,^  - + aJ.j + a'a^ ) 
t=l 
0 (n"^/2) + 0 (n"^/2T-^/2) + o (n" T" ) = 0 (n" ^^2 ) (2.36) 
P P P P 
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by Assumptions (2.26) and (2.27), bounded, and the distributional 
assumptions. Also, 
A _i ^ * » -1 " 
I -2 = n E Z 
"am.. "ana.. ^ , t^eatt ^ , t^eatt t= 1 t=1 
= •>"' E 'cCSaacc - Saacc) + \ <\ " "t'Ltt 
t=l t=l 
= Op(n"^^T"l) (2.37) 
by (2.25), (2.26), } bounded, and the distributional assumptions. 
Consider |m „  „  -  A Z  1 = 0 .  The smallest root \ such that 
' ZÏÏZ "QTIA.. ' 
m + E - XS j = 0 is X = 1 because z - (x: g, x^) so 
' ZÏÏZ ~aïïa.. "aira.. ' t t~ t 
that |m 1=0. Thus, X - 1 is a continuous function of the 
' Z ÏÏZ ' 
elements of 0 = (m„ _ - m - E , E -E ). 0 has 
~ Z TTZ Z TTZ ira.. ÏÏA.. «A ÏÏA.. 
continuous first derivates in a region about 0 . Consider T fixed 
p _ 1/, 
and n+m , then 9 > 0 . By (2.36) and (2.37), 0 = Op(n 2) and 
by considering a Taylor expansion. 
1/ 
X - 1 = 0 (n '2 ) . (2.38) 
Now, 
(0 - 6) = m - 0 
~ ~ XTK xny ~ 
®*XTix^ T^tY i^xTW.. " 
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- w - «iwtt -
t=i 
\<'L\ - %vtt)i 
t=l 
where - XJ and 
<1 - â' = *t Vt - Ltt - " - "Suvct 
- - iuvdt»' • <2.39) 
Now, note that 
^ \^^vtt " -uvtt^ t=l 
= n"' £ "tfiatt - Zuacc'S + / «"t " " îuatt^S 
t=l t=l 
- 0 + o (.-''/ZT-l) 
- 0 (n~ ''^ T ') (2.40) 
by (2.27), (n^} bounded and the distributional assumptions. Also 
XÏÏX XTTX -MITTU . . M - - Mx,x - A: 
_ - t  A  A  _ 1  ^  *  *  
= n £ - Xn I 
t=l t=l 
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/, •t'ï'S; + •>"' /, "t'-ï-t + + "c-c - luutt 
t=l t=l 
- ^ utt) " " DSuutt] 
_ 1  ^  A  A A  
+ n (\ - + K"t + + "i"t - *Suutt' 
0(1) (2.41) 
by (2.26), (2.27), (2.32), and the distributional assumptions. Thus, by 
(2.38)-(2.41), a simpler expression is 
(3 - &) - - Lu ' - ".Suvtt'i + • 
(2.42) 
Also, 
t=l 
• - îuvtt - <Ltt - luvtt» 
+ V"'  - Ltt> - - '> 
t=l t=l 
= Op(n-^/2T-^/2) 
by (2.27), (2.31), (2.38), and the distributional assumptions. 
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Therefore, 
(g - 8) = Op(v" ) . (2.43) 
Now, 0 = M ^ M implies M 0 = M or instead 
~ XTK XTiy ^ XTIX-- XTiy 
^71X^2= 0 Where a' = (1. -|') . But is a 
linear combination of the rows of (M , M ) so we also have 
xny' XTK 
(M , M )a = 0 . Thus, we have 
y try yirx - ' 
»z.J = }, » • 
t=l t=l 
Multiplying by a' on the left, we have 
- l " - »  A  _ i  "  A  »  ^  
a'(n E - Xn I 
t=l t=l 
n-1 ;^[CZ^s)'Z^;- Î2'Ê,^„âl 
_1 " * RS, 
n E irJv^Z^a + v^Zja - a) 
t=l 
- ^5'laatt25- ^S'SaattCS ' 
-1 " 
= 0 
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Rearranging, we obtain 
X[n"' r " %'Saacc)(2 " 
t=l 
n . 
= n" Z irjv2 _ - S) - v^u^(g - £)] 
t=l 
and thus 
X - 1 . - %'Ê„c;(2 - %)])-' 
{n ' .Jv| - - S) 
- S'('é"c - Z.utt)(è - 8)1) ' (2.44) 
Now, note that 
. - 1  "  
n" Trjv2 - 0) + a'(a^u^ - - B)] 
= n"^  E ujv2 - - v^ x^ ( 6 - 6)] 
t=l 
- n"' S - Î^ ^^ Xè- 8) 
t=l 
* Ji ('t - - ^ att>2 - S'(Ltt - Watt's 
- \Vi5- g) - 2'(»i*c - pi 
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n"' Z - "vvtt -
t=l ^ 
by (2.27), (2.43), and the distributional assumptions. Thus, 
s " t ' i  -  a'4att2- " t- t 'ê- ê> + 
t=l 
= "vw - "vw.. - "v«<l - â) + . (2.45) 
Also, 
s'Ltt 'S- 2" t=l 
- 2 \S'iatt2- /, - ^ act' 
t=l t=l 
- "tS'Saatt'S- 2' - "'//'t - "t'a'Ltt'S- S) t=l t=1 
= (2-46) 
t=l 
by Assumption,- (2.26) and (2.31), (2.43), and the distributional 
assumptions. Now, 
(% - a) - . (2.47) 
However, another expression for M is 
X  J I X  
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i^rX ~ MITIU.  
_1 ^ 
" /, + "["t * "i-t + "t-t - ^ Juutt' 
t~i 
/, 'c'i'c + /, + "i-t + '•'I't  4utt> 
t=l t=l 
- 'Juutt - ïuuct' " " ïuutt' - '*-"Juuct' 
+ "'' Ji '°C ' + "^'t * "'t\ + "'t't - ÂLct) 
"x.x + °p(°' (2-48) 
by (2.26), (2.27), (2.38) and the distributional assumptions. Also, 
_ 1  "  A  
"«.y - "x..: • " - %vtt) 
" J. - ^Ltt2' t = l 
/, \K\ * /, 'c'-c^ - «Ltt - Jaatt'°- %aci:^] t=l t=l 
- 1  "  -
+ n - \)[x'v, + (»;v^  -
" (^atc ' îuatt>2~ - "5uatt«' 
) (2-49) 
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by (2.26), (2.27), (2.38) and the distributional assumptions. Combining 
(2.47)-(2.49), we have 
- a) - + G,'"' - «.50) 
Then, by (2.44)-(2.46) and (2.50), we have 
X - 1 = [n"^ E r a'Ê ^^a]~^[M - a - M M ] 
vw vnv.. VTIX XTTX XW c=l 
+ 0p(v" ) . (2.51) 
However, 
°vw.. " /, V'Ltt2= /, 'tZ'Saacc» + °p(:) 
t=I t=l 
°v.v.. + °p(') (2-52) 
by Assumption (2.31). Thus, by (2.51) and (2.52) 
% - 1 = [M -a - m m"^ m ] + o (v ^^) . (2.53) 
VTTV.. vnv vw.. Vltx XTIX XTTV P 
Now, from (2.42) 
<1 - 8) = Î - (X - DE,,,,] + o (v-'/2) 
t=l 
• - iuvtt - " - "^uvttl 
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/, - 'Let - îuatt'2 
t  =  l  
- (A - '><î„vtt " 
' -"^ L X " Ltc - - i>s„vtti + OpCv" 
(2.54) 
by (2.27), (2.38) and the distributional assumptions. Therefore, combining 
(2.53) and (2.54), we obtain 
<I - P = j, - Lrt> 
, , n _ 
- a~ [n" Z v2 - M M M 
V l t V . .  t  t  V T T X  X H X  X W  
- /, "cLecK""' /, \Juvtt" 
t = l  t = l  
+  O p (  V  )  
^XÏÏX^" \^*t^t •^Vtt °V1TV..^\ °VVtt^^W. . ^ 
fV— 1—1 — 1 1/^ 
+ M a M H M I + O ( V '2 ) . (2.55) 
X H X  V T I V . .  V T T X  X H X  X W ^ T T V . .  P  
Now, 
®x« • "x^  + %(•>"''''> • a.m + °p") "y <2-32). 
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"vw.. ° °p"' 
t = l  
because {ir^} bounded and the bounded moments assumption, 
n _ 1/ _ 1/ 
M = n S ir. a'a'x. = 0 (n 2x 2 ) 
V T K  t ~  t  t  p ^  
by the distributional assumptions, and 
îuw.. = /, \4al:t5= Op(') 
t = l  
by the same reasoning as for . Thus, by (2.55) and the last four 
order results, 
(B - G) =  ^ \'^ t^  + • (2.56) 
t = l  ^  
Consider the random variables T . By definition. 
- Ltt - C./i - %vtt>ïuw.j 
= T T  {T ^  (x - u )'a a + T  ^ 2^ y' a a + T *^ 2 Ta'a. a 
t t f^xt t~ -vxt t~ t t~ 
- - îuatt>2 -
- <L.J" - 2'''<Ltt - fact's 
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- a'TS ^^a]Z } . 
~ '^att~ ~uiiv.. 
lA 
Thus, T is a linear combination of elements of 
[T T(c^ j. - (x^  ~ T , t = 1, 2, ..., 
n , are independent random variables. As in Theorem 2.1, we can show 
that the T have 2 + V2 5 moments. Now, 
"L = - î„vtt> - - luvtt> 
- a ^  ( v ? — a  + a ^  ( a  ^  -  o  
virv.  t  V V t t  M I T T V .  .  V T P / . .  V V t t  V V t t  ~ U T I V . .  
%t' V^(X^ - i^,), 
^Utt ^Utt ' 'V'nv..^^t '^VVtt^'^TTU. . ' 
^VTTV.  ^ ^ Vtt %'Vtt^^TrU. . ^ 
where I is the k x k identity matrix. Let 
Cj_ = > I* I, -I, -I, I) where X is a fixed row vector and let 
be the vector of random parts of T ^ 2above. Thus, 
C|.e^ t = T *^t bounded 2 + V2 5 moments, 
n"' £ ° Z '|E(d;d^ )A,' 
t=1 t=1 
= TAGX' -^> TAGX' by Assumption (2.33). 
r** i>j N -^00 FU FV ^ 
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Thus, n is bounded above and below for large n . 
Also, n is bounded by the same reasoning as in Theorem 2.1 
using (2.30). Thus, by Theorem 10.1, 
(TXGX')~ ^^2 X z Td' 
t=l 
= A ° " • ".57) 
V» 
By the multivariate extension theorem and Theorem 10.2, we have if 
n+oo as , 
or in the notation of the theorem, 
r ^^2 (| _ g) _L-> N(0, I) . (2.58) 
We now consider the estimation of the covariance matrix. Let 
V.Q = n ^ QM ^ , where is defined in (2.35). Then, if the 
00 X T I X  X T O C  00 
probability limits exist. 
plim nTV_ = plim TWT^ OT^ 
= plim (2.59) 
V+oo 
50 
because plim M = M by Assumption (2.32). We now consider 
JCTOC XTK y-foo 
1 n ^ RW , » — 1 AFW FSJ 
TG = (n-k) T I TT^d'd , 
t=l 
where 
fsj fkt r>J RVM RV .AI 
~ ^ t^t ^Vtt °VTTV.  t "^Wtt . 
X'v - E - 0f~^ (v2 - a )Z 
t t ^Vtt VTTV..^ t VVtf^Auw. . 
•*• ~ + (Kivtt - Suvtt^  ~ " ^ vvtt^ Iuw. 
+ CT ^ (v^ - a . .)% 
VTTV.. t vvtt ~U7IV.. 
d' + X;(v^  - vj + 
+ a ^ (vf - a )z 
VHV.. t vvtt ~UTTV.. 
- (v2 - a )(o ^ s - a~^ Z ) (2.60) 
t vvtt vtrv. .~uirv.. VTTV. .~UTIV.  
(def.) 
= . 
Now, 
- 1  ^  *  
°v«.. - " V^attS 
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-1 ~ " ~ -1 " " ~ 
- " \ " Z'hattZ* " /, <-\ - "t'S^attS 
t=l t t=l 
= n~^ E ir^a'S + 0 (v ) by Assumption (2) and a = 0 
t~ '^ att'- p ~ P t=l 
- : 'c'a'SaaccS + 2'îaatt<2" S> + 'î " a>'^ attSl 
t=l 
= \ 'cS'SaactS + °p(*" 
t=l 
since a-a = 0(v ^ ) . Also 
/V rw. p ^ 
°vw.. = /, V^ attS+ V^ iatt - Saact'a + 
t= 1 t= 1 
= a + 0 ( v  ^ )  
VITV. . p 
by Assumptions (2.25) and the moment assumptions for . Similarly, 
E  = E  + 0 ( v ' 2 ) s o  t h a t  
~UTrV.. ~UTIV.. p 
0~^  E - ci"^  E = 0 (v~^ '^ 2) . (2.61) 
VITV. .~UTTV.  virv. .MITTV. . p 
Consider the following expansions of terms in . We have 
'^t ^t^t ^Vtt ^^t %Vtt^%TTV. .'^TTV. . 
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Jilt'tS! + + ^ K'c - Suacc)2 
- <Ltt - Suatc)2 -
" 2'(%aatC " Saatc^ S "vwAlm.. ' <2-62) 
- V() = X^ (Zc2 + 
(x. + U.)'[z.(a - a) + a. (a - o)] since z a = 0 t  t  t r % » / v  f^rs/ 
•<*,. + "t>'lX|.(S - 2) + U|.(| - g)] 
•'4c + + (%[ - %%[) + - ê> 
+ (x^ - - 4^) + 
*  " t ' * t  -  % K c )  +  ê >  '  ( 2 . 6 3 )  
Suvtc - Juatt^a - 2' • <2.64) 
<'l - "l'îuw.. = '5'=As - a'WC..Juw. 
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- I(% - 5,... • (2-"> 
-1 ~ f« * , -1 
a (cT ^ - a )E = [ot'E .^a - a'l ^^oi]a Z 
virv.. vvtt vvtt ~unv.. ~ 'vaatt~ ~ vw..Miw.. 
= 1(2 - 2)Jaatt2+ S'SaaCt'S- °vtv. .4w.. ' 
and 
- "vvtt • - S^att'S 
- 2'[z;zt - laatt - (Jaatt " ^ att>'2 " 
We will have 
. n ^ . n . 
plim (n-kj'^T Z = plim (n-k)"^T Z (2.68) 
y-Voo t=l V4-m t=l 
if the right hand probability limit exists and if 
1 " * 
plim (n-k)"-^T E f(d'b + b'd + b'b ) = 0 . (2.69) 
v+« t=l 
By assumptions (2.33) and (2.28) and the moment properties of the random 
variables, 
.-1„ " " plim (n-k)" T E ir^d^d^ = lim G = G . 
V+oo t=l \)+«o 
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Details are given in the discussion associated with (2.70). Because 
rv rv p 
I (ÎT' Ï - *-1 z ) - 0 (n" '^2 ) , 
VW. .~U1TV.  V ÏÏV. .~UTtV.  P 
we only need to show that the multipliers for these quantities are 
0p(n ^2) to show (2.69). Products of (2.62) with any of the 
expressions (2.63)-(2.67) and products of any two of the expressions 
(2.63)-(2.67) are Op(l) by Assumption (2.29). Hence, result (2.69) 
follows. 
To show the existence of the right hand limit of (2.68), we need to 
show 
1 " 
plim n I (ir^ - n2)d'd = 0 . (2.70) 
t=l 
Because 
+ '"is - 5uatt>2-
• *[*[2 + - Suacc's - - Suatt'2 
- a'(a'a - E )aG 2 
~ t t "^att ~vw..Mnrv.. 
^ ^ -1 
^ ~  ^ a t t  i ^ a t t . S u T i v . .  *  
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(2.70) follows from Assumption (2.28) and the fact that a , a 
~ VTTV. 
and Z are all 0(1) . Finally, it can be shown that 
~U1TV.. 
. n 1 " 
plim n'^T Z = lim n T Z n2E(d'd^) , (2.71) 
V+OO t= 1 t=l 
by the reasoning as used to show (2.19) in the proof of Theorem 2.1 
because a , Z are bounded and with - a , 
VTTV.. MlTtV. . t t VVtt 
E(|Tr2|^*Y) is bounded. Note that the right hand limit exists by 
Assumption (2.33). Thus, by (2.68), (2.70), and (2.71) if n+<» as 
v+m , 
1 n « , n 
plim (n-k.)" T Z = plim n~ T Z n^Eta^d^} 
\)+to t=l \)>« t=l 
or in the notation of the theorem statement 
plim TG = plim TG . 
V+ao V+oo 
Therefore, plim = plim nlT . Thus, if n-»"» as v>-» , 
V+OO V+OO ^ 
(l - ê> —> «®. I) • • 
Note that in the proof of Theorem 2.2, in addition to 4+5 
bounded moments, } , t = 1, 2, ..., n , bounded is sufficient to 
show expression (2.69). For example, consider expression (2.63) and the 
product of (2.62) with (2.63). We have 
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_i n 
(n-k) Z d'X (v - V ) 
t^l t n c c 
= (n-k)-^ E &)] 
t = l  
The matrix of multipliers for (g^ - g^) in this sum has ij-th element 
equal to 
- 1  ^  (n-k) . (2.72) 
This matrix multiplier will be 0^(1) under a number of conditions. 
First, the assumption that the random components have 4+6 moments 
means that any product of three or four random components is 0^(1) , by 
the weak law of large numbers. If the elements of the fixed component 
y are bounded, then 
^xti 'xtj ^xt& 
is bounded and the variance of a term such as 
-1 - Vo is 0(n ) . Therefore, the term is O^Cn ) since E(v^) = 0 . A 
term such as 
Cn-k)- l  r  
t=l 
is Op(l) because the variance is 0(n ^) . 
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III. EXTENSIONS 
In this chapter, we consider some extensions of Theorems 2.1 and 
2.2. In the model of Theorem 2.1 we have an error in the equation. 
However, Theorem 2.1 contains no assumption about the magnitude of 
S as a function of t . In this section we consider the situation 
~aatt 
in which the error variances are getting smaller as t increases. Then 
we consider the problem of using estimated variances as weights. 
A. Error in the Equation and Measurement 
Error Variances Decreasing 
When there is an error in the equation and the error variances are 
getting smaller as t increases, we consider two possibilities. The 
first is that a does not decrease as t increases while the second qq 
is that a decreases at the same rate as E as t increases, 
qq '^att 
The two cases differ in the assumptions required to obtain the limiting 
properties of the random variables and T . The random 
variables are defined in Theorem 2.1. In this section, as in 
Theorem 2.2, the sequences of estimators is indexed by v , where 
V = nT . When a does not decrease, we use steps nearly the same as 
qq 
those of Theorem 2.1 to obtain the limiting properties of the estima­
tors. When does not decrease, terms containing q^. dominate 
those that do not contain q,. as v ->• <» . Therefore, although the 
measurement error variances decrease, a dominates the variance of 
,qq 
" " -lA 
3 and we still obtain (g - jS) = O^Cn ^ ) . The above result is 
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described in Theorem 3.1 below. 
Theorem 3.1. Let model (2.1) hold where 
^att ^ \att ' t = 1. 2, n . (3.1) 
Assume o > 0 is unknown and that a set of estimated weights ir , 
qq t 
lA A 
t=l, 2, ..., n , is available. Let [q , T , T(c - c )', 
c c â u & c 
(Xj. - Pjjj.)] » t=l, 2, ..., n , be independent with bounded 4+6 
moments (6 > 0) , E{(q^, a^, qj.aj.)|x^} = 0 , E{x^ - = 0 , and 
_ l/« " 
lim n ^T Z ÏÏ E{c ^ - c ^  } = 0 . 
t=l ^ 
Let {( , iTj.)} be a fixed sequence indexed by t , where {ir^} 
is bounded above and below by fixed positive numbers. Let 
plim n ^ Z = plim n ^ E TI^ , j = l, 2, (3.2) 
V^oo t=l V->» t=l 
where 
= [2%, (vech Z^Z^)', (vech z^z^)', Tc^^]' . 
Let 
- 1  "  plim n L = plim M = M 
and 
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plim G = G (3.3) 
n+oa 
be positive definite, where G is defined in Theorem 2.1. Assume 
and 
- Vo plim n 2 Z (n. - TT )d =0 (3.4) 
V-Vco t=l 
lit: X 
Then, if n+o» as vH-œ 
Vgg^2 (g _ 6) -^> N(0, I) , 
where g and V„_ are defined in Theorem 2.1. 
~ pp 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
Also, 
and 
Vo  ^ * V - Vo '^ -1  ^
n'2(8. 8).„ /2m^^ 
- V9 " /V 
- " '"xm /, 'b'": 
C-'i 
«x« = "xm, + V" 
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T % d' = n- \ " 
Thus, 
n 2 J 7T '  2 g u d' + o (1) . 
t=l ^ t=l ^ t P 
n'/ïci - g) . n- '/z ir^dj + 0^(1) . (3.5) 
Likewise, 
, n 
n"^ S TfE{d'd.} 
t=l c 
X n is bounded above and below. Also n , where 
Cj. = > I) I, -I) , is bounded in absolute value. Thus, by the 
central limit theorem of Theorem 10.1 and its multivariate extension 
(see Chapter X, Appendix B), 
n _!/ n 
[ Z TT^ECd'd. )] '2 E TT d' —> N(0, I) . (3.6) 
t=l c : : t=l 
See the discussion of (2.12)-(2.14). 
We can also show that 
and 
1 G 
plim n S f [d'd. - E(d'd. )] = 0 (3.7) 
n-foo t=l 
n 
plim n S (tt^ - TT2)d'd = 0 (3.8) 
n+« t=l t c c 
-• 1 ^ ^ —1 ^ * 
plim (n-k) Z irfd'd = plim (n-k) E ir^d'd (3.9) 
n+= t=l n-*.« t=l 
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by the steps used in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Combining (3.5) through 
(3.9), we have the desired result. In showing (3.7) through (3.9), T 
enters only when it is necessary to obtain the moments of or to use 
the assumptions on the . In such cases, we multiply the appropriate 
random variable by T where y is some exponent and appears 
in the assumptions about the . Therefore, some expressions will 
include T ^  and the order in probability for those terms will be 
smaller than those without T ^ . The overall order results for the 
estimators are the same as in Theorem 2.1. 
Also note that by (3.5) 
. s) . + .,(1) . 
and because 
}, - Ltt> 
t=i 
= t.-' E + u'q^  + - U^ B) -
t=l 
is dominated by the term, then 
.-1 r _ r s _ o V2 
and 
» I - Suvtc> - V" ' t=l r 
(g - B) = Op(n"^^2) (3.10) 
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as in Theorem 2.1. • 
We now consider the case in which both the variance of the error in 
the equation and the measurement error variances decrease at the same 
rate as t increases. In this case, the terms containing do not 
- V dominate the remaining terms, and we obtain (^ - j|) = O^Cv ^ ) as in 
Theorem 2.2. In Theorem 3.2, Assumption (3.14) takes the place of 
Assumption (2.3) of Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Let the model (2.1) hold. Let 
'qq - ' <3.11) 
Saatt - ^ " <3-'2) 
Let 
[T^/2q^, T(c^^ - c^^), (x^ - , t = 1. 2 n , 
be a random sample from a distribution with bounded 4 + 6 (6 > 0) 
moments, where 
- ^ 
lim Th '2 2 ^ e{C . - c } = 0 (3.13) 
V4-eo t=l ^ ^ 
and V = Tn . Let 
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= [(vech Z^Z^)', vec(T vec(T ^^Z^a^)', Tc^^] ' 
and assume for j = 1, 2 that 
n A. A A -1 4 * * 
plim n Z IT ap* = plim n E ir p p' . (3.14) 
V+o. t=l ^ V>« t = l 
Assume 
-Vo Vo " * plim n '2x '2 g - ir )d = 0 , (3.15) 
V-KO t=l ^ ^ ^ 
where = X^v^. - • Finally, assume (2.4), (2.5), and (2.7). 
Then, if n+oo as v->-« 
(9 - 0 —> n(0, i) 
where 7 and 0 are defined in Theorem 2.1. pp ~ 
Proof. Consider 
1/ 1/ A A ^ 
V  ' 2  ( 6  _  s )  =  V  ' 2 m (m - m 0 )  
XTIX Xïïy XTIX~ 
1/, -1 " 
= V^M n I ird' 
XTK ^ . t t 
t = l  
1/- '«-I _1 " 1/ A_| _i A 
• " /, Vi + " ""xL" ('c - 'tK t=l t=l 
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Now, as in the discussion of (2.9), 
M = M + o (1) 
X 7 I X  X T I X  p  
and by Assumption (3.15) 
-1 Vo ^ ^ 
n V 2 z (ïï - ir )d' = o (1) 
t = l  c  c  c  p  
Therefore, 
v^^(i - a) = \^'t + °p(l) ' (3.16) 
The random variables T are independent with finite 2 + V2 5 
moments and such that lim n ^ T ir^E(d^) = 0 . We can write 
n+oo 
- 4c)' \"t - kntf kutt - Jvutt'' 
(det.) 
- b^ e;. . 
Let X. = TT^ Xd' = c: e' where = %% Ab^ . Then, as in the discussions 
t t~ t t t t t~ t 
of (2.14) and (2.57), n ^,c. Z ..c' is bounded above and below for t=l t'^eett t 
— 1 Q 
large n , and n is bounded in absolute value. Therefore, 
as n+oo 
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[Tn'l S Tt^ ECd'd.)] ^^ 2 T ^2 Vz g 
C = 1  c  t = l  
n 1/ n 
= [ E ir2E(d'dJ]" ^2 z ^d' —> N(0, I) . (3.17) 
C = 1  c  ^  ^  t = l  ^  ^  
We next show that 
1 " 
pllm n"^T Z 7r2[d;d. - E(d'd. )] = 0 . (3.18) 
V+oo t=l 
With T fixed, this situation is clearly the same as that of Theorem 
2.1. If T increases, the term - a ) is the same 
U C L L V V U U 
as that used to show (2.71) in Theorem 2.2 except for the term 
involving T(q2 - a^^) . However, by the moment assumptions on 
T , it follows that E{|T(q2 - is bounded and therefore, 
T(q2 - Oqq) satisfies the conditions of Chung's theorem as do the other 
terms of d^d^ in (2.71), and (3.18) follows by the reasoning used to 
show (2.19) of Theorem 2.1. 
Now, we have by Assumption (3.14) that 
— 1 ^ — 1 ^ 
plim n T Z n^d'd^ = plim n T Z (3.19) 
V+co t=l t=l 
because 
"i • - îuvtt 
• + W- -2')' - W. »5aatt"' -2')' • (3-2°) 
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Finally, to show that the estimated variance can be used to normalize 
(3 - 3) > we need to show that 
plim n~4 E Tr^d'ë = plim n"^T E . (3.21) 
V-»-" t=l t=l 
By (3.16), T - 3) = O^Cn ^2 ) . it remains to show that 
- Suutt)' and ^=1 " Lcc' 
Op(n/^) . Now, = Op(l) by (3.14). Using 
(3.20) we have 
n-' I - Ltt) 
t=i 
n"^ E ïï2[T ^^2 + T ^^2 x^a^( 1, -8')' 
t=l 
-1''2(0. -r)'nx;x^  - Let 
= 0  (1 )  
P 
by Assumption (3.14). Therefore, (3.21) follows. Combining (3.18), 
(3.19) and (3.21), 
plim TG = plim TG . 
V-H» V-H» 
Therefore, in the notation of the theorem, 
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plim nTV 
V-Xo 
pllm TM CM 
V+oo ^ ^  
and if n->*» as v^«> 
(S - g) —> «(». « • 
Theorem 3.2 is for the situation in which no estimator of a is 
the most common situation in practice. Finally, we note that Theorem 
2.2 contains the case in which the error variances do not decrease. 
This special case is obtained by fixing T . 
B. Variance Functions and Estimated Variances as Weights 
We now consider the problem of constructing appropriate estimated 
weights K . Note that we can write 0 + where 
c t t ^  t 
= e^ - and e^ = + w^ . The variance of v^ is comparable 
to the variance of the error in the equation for the t-th observation in 
the general linear model. Thus, it is reasonable to construct an 
estimated generalized least squares estimator by weighting the observa­
tions by an estimator of 0 . Thus, in the model of Theorem 2.1 we 
vvtt 
could use as weights the 
available. This lack of an estimator of a separate from a ^ is 
qq wwtt 
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a 
vvtt = "qq + <1. -a')Z,acc(l. ^ - 1, 2 , «^att 
where 
a qq 
6 > and g is an initial estimate obtained using ir z 1 
t t t'>' t 
in Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, a is a qq 
consistent estimator of a . These weights do not minimize the qq 
variance of the limiting distribution. The weights that do minimize 
variance of the limiting distribution depend on the true but unknown 
. Therefore, without additional assumptions, we are unable to 
In order to continue our discussion, we need order results for s 
of multiples of random variables, each of which has the same order in 
probability. We consider cases in which the multipliers are either 
constants or random variables. Results for these two cases are given 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 respectively. Finally, Lemma 3.4 combines elements 
of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. 
Lemma 3.1. Let {a^} be a sequence of constants such that 
converges. Also, let {H^^: t=l, 2, ..., n; n=l, 2, ...} be a 
triangular array of random variables such that E(H^^) = O(b^) , t=l, 
2, ..., n where b^ + 0 . Then, 
construct a best weight, and we consider the use of c 
vvtt 
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n 
Proof. It is enough to show that E[(,a H )2] = 0(b2) (see Chapter 
9, Appendix A). Now, 
n n n n 
E[( S a H )2] = E a2E(H2 ) + 2 Z S a a E(H H ) . (3.22) 
t=l t=l t=l j = t+l tn jn 
By definition, there exists a positive real number such that 
E(h2^) < M2b2 for all n . (3.23) 
Now, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and inequality (3.23), 
G(HtnHjn) < [E(H2^)E(H2^)] for all t,j 
< M2b2 for all n . (3.24) 
Therefore, combining (3.22)-(3.24), we obtain 
n n n n 
E[( Z a H )2] < M2b2( Z 8% + 2 Z Z a a.) 
t=l t=l t=l j=t+l ^ 
n 
= M2b2[( Z a )2] . (3.25) 
t=l 
However, since Z^_^|a^| converges, we have that 
|z"_j^a^| < Z^_^ |a^ I < K for all n for some real number K . 
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Therefore, 
t  =  l  
or in other notation, = 0(6%) . • 
Before generalizing Lemma 3.1 to the situation in which the 
multipliers are random variables, we prove another order result. 
Lemma 3.2. Let be a sequence of random variables such that 
E(|h^|^) = O(b^) for some s > 0 and let b^ be a sequence of positive 
real numbers. Then, H = 0 (b ) . 
t p n 
Proof. By definition, E(|H^j^) = O(b^) implies that E(|H^j®) < M^b^ 
for some positive real number . By Chebyshev's inequality, for any 
Mg > 0 , 
P { | HJ > < M -V=E { | HJ= )  
< . 
Therefore, given e > 0 choose M, such that > e . Then, 
^ Z I 
P{|H  I > M„b } < e and H  =  0  (b ) by definition. • 
c ^ XX L p n 
Lemma 3.3. Let {U^} be a sequence of random variables with bounded 
second moments. Also, let t=l, 2, ..., n; n=l, 2, ...} be a 
triangular array of random variables such that = 0(b2) , t=l. 
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2, n , where {b^} is a sequence of positive real numbers. Assume 
(U^, , t=l, 2, n , are independent. Then, 
Proof. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, 
E(|u H 1) < [E(U2)E(H2 )] ^^2. (3.26) 
t tnI t tn 
By assumption, there exists a such that E(u2) < for all t . 
Also, by assumption, there exists an > 0 such that 
E(H^^) < M^b^ . Therefore, 
or Instead 
E(|UtHt^|) = 0(bn) . (3.27) 
Therefore, 
-1 " 1. . -1 " E(|n E UH |) < n~^ E E(|UH. 1 )  <  K.M b^ 
t=l C"' t=l ' t tn' 1 1 n 
by (3.27). Thus, by Lemma 3.2, 
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Lemma 3»4. Let {a^} be a sequence of constants such that 
n is bounded. Also, let {U^} be a sequence of random 
variables with bounded second moments and let t=l, 2, n=l, 
2, ...} be a triangular array of random variables such that 
E(h2^) = 0(b2) , t=l, 2, n , where {b^} is a sequence of 
positive real numbers. Assume (U^, , t=l, 2, n , are 
independent. Then, 
t=l ^ 
Proof. From the proof of Lemma 3.3 we have E(|u H |) = 0(b ) . To 
' t tn ' n 
prove Lemma 3.4, it is enough to show that E{jn  ^a U H I} = 0(b ) 
t"" i C C C n  1% 
By definition, there exists an > 0 such that 
• (3-28) 
Thus, 
< M^Kb^ for some K . • 
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We now use the above lemmas to show that for a given form of , 
then the assumptions involving - if^ in Theorems 2.1 through 3.2 
will be satisfied. In some situations, this will then enable us to find 
a better weight than defined previously. 
Theorem 3.3. Let {aJ.} be a sequence of constants such that 
n ^^t-ll^tl bounded. Also, let {U^} be a sequence of random 
variables with bounded second moments and let the model (1.1)-(1.2) hold 
with 
hatt " ^  ^ Saatt ' " * 
Assume that 
T~^ = o(n~^) . (3.29) 
Also, assume that ir^ , the estimator of , t=l, 2, ..., n , is such 
that - TTj. can be written in the form 
<"t - "t) - jfi (3-3°) 
where H is some integer, the {a^^} are sequences of constants, the 
{U^j} are sequences of random variables, and the t=l, 2, 
n; n=l, 2, ...} are triangular arrays of random variables such that 
E(= 0(T ^) , t=l, 2, ..., n . Also, assume that one of two 
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conditions is met for each j : 
i) The sequence {U^j} is a sequence of constant random variables 
with the same value for all t and the sequence {a^j} is 
bounded, or 
ii) The sequences {a ,} and {U .} are such that 
t j  t  J  
= °p"> 
and the triangular array n; n=l, 2, ...} 
= t=l, 2, n; n=l, 2, ...} , i.e., the array 
does not depend on t . 
Then, 
- I/o  ^ * 
plim n ^ Z ( K - ir )a U = 0 
n+oo t=l 
Proof. We write 
n-'/2 " (:, - " ( j )a^UJ 
t = l  t = l  J  =  1  
For a particular j , j=l, 2, ..., A , consider the expression 
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^ t=l 
Consider case i) when } is a constant sequence with constant 
value, say c. . First consider the sequences of constants, {a .} . 
J tj 
By assumption, there exists a real number < «> such that 
|a^j| < Mj for all t . Therefore, 
n n 
n Z |a .a I < M.n"-^ E |aJ < L < -
t=l ^ ^ t=l ^ 
by the assumption that n is bounded and L is a real 
number. Thus, n bounded for every j . Then, since 
Lemma 3.4 applies and for such U^.j , 
by (3.29). 
Next, consider case ii) where the triangular array of I^tjn does 
not depend on t . Then, 
= Op(T~ ^ 2^ ) 
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-1 by the assumption that n E .a U .U = 0 (1) . Therefore, by 
tj t tj t p 
(3.29) we have in both cases i) and 11) that 
Ji "t/AjVyn- V""''"' 
or instead, that 
r V2 : (\ - \W - Opto • • 
1. Simple linear regression to estimate variance functions 
We now look at some specific cases of Theorem 3.3. Consider a 
linear variance function and the use of simple linear regression to 
estimate the function. If we let be the inverse of the variance 
function for the t-th observation, we need to show that the estimator 
TTj, satisfies Assumptions (3.2) and (3.4) above. In this particular 
case, we will not use Theorem 3.3 but will derive the results directly. 
Consider the simple univariate case with fixed . Let 
+ Yt 
where = (1, X^) , g = ( 0^, 3^) ' , and \ = 'It "'t ~ ' 
Assume that 
= %vtt = (=0 + Cl*t ("=1 " (3-31) 
and 
Zaatc - (3.32) 
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Note that (3.31) and (3.32) imply that (c^, c^) = 0(T ^) . While this 
implies that the parameters become smaller as T •>•«>, we assume that 
the parameters are constant in the estimation procedure for a particular 
Vo 
sample. Assume that [q^, T T(c^^ - c^^)', (x^ - j^^.)] , t=l, 
2, n , are independent with bounded eighth moments. Assume also 
that we have initial estimates ( 3Q > Sj^) obtained by assuming equal 
variances and unit weights in Theorem 3.1. The initial estimates are 
given by 
where and 
V; = . 
A  « , 1 ^  ^  A » N  A  
"qi " " ,fi '"t - 2'5aatt2i ' 
c.= (1, - 5') , 
Seat = dias(*qq' « + Jaatt ' 
^vvtt ~ ™eel:t~ * 
a ~ o ~ o 6. 
uvtt uett uutt 1 
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In the arguments of Result 3.1 we require the second moments of 
Xj. to exist. To guarantee the existence we modify the estimator by 
bounding the adjustment applied to Xj. to create x^ by a multiple of 
the variance of u^ . This bound could be imposed in practice because, 
under normality for Uj. , the estimator of u^ should seldom exceed 
A A . A A A \l 
\  - V t  "  IVtl  <  P  "uu t t  
x^ = ^  (3.33) 
A A 1/ 
Xj. - sgn(6^ v^ )(p otherwise , 
A A A_2 
where & = o , p is some reasonable constant and sgn( •) 
t uvtt vvtt ^ 
denotes the sign function. Then, our new estimator of a is 
vvtt 
CQ + c^x^ where CQ and c^ are the ordinary least squares estimates 
obtained by regressing (v^ - v)^ on (1) and x^ , where (1) denotes a 
column of ones. 
Result 3.1. Assume the model of Theorem 3.1 holds. Assume (3.31)-
(3.33) and let 
T"^ = o(n'^) . (3.34) 
l/„ 
Assume [q^, T T(c^^ - c^^)', (x^ - v^^.)] , t=l, 2, ..., n , are 
independent with bounded eighth moments. Assume 
-I TT^  = a = Cn + c.x^  is bounded away from zero. Also assume 
t vvtt 0 It 
n"^ I I u . I = 0(1) , (3.35) 
t=l 
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-1 " I -1 " I 2+j 
= 0(1) , 
n 
" Op"' • 
- I n  
and plim n exists, j=l, 2 . Also assume 
n+oo 
r u2v n A d = 0 (1) . 
t=l c c c p 
Let 
p ,  A A A  
"t " "wet = =0 + 
where 
A  _  1  ^  A  A  n  A  A  A  A  
c, = [n s (x - x)2] n E (x - x)(v - v)2 
t=l t=l C t 
/ *  —  "  " Â A  
CQ = n E (Vj. - v)2 - X . 
Then, (3.2) and (3.4) hold for defined in (3.39). 
Proof. We begin by writing 
A A A A 
"t " "vvtt • t'o + Cl*t) 
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(<=0 + - <=0 - '=o' 
- X;(CQ + CjX^ )"\cj - Cj) - C|(Cq + CiXc)"^ (Xc - \ ) 
+ remainder . 
Ignoring this remainder, we have 
\  ~  \  ~  ~  ^0 ^  ~  \ ^ 1  "  -  c ^ n 2 ( % ^  -  x ^ )  .  ( 3 . 4 0 )  
By (3.34), 
G(|*t - %t|:) « G{(Uc + P "u&c)^ ) 
• 'uutt + 2p + P'E(Ô^„„) 
= 0(T ^) . 
Thus, 
\ \ = Op(T" ^ 2^ ) . (3.41) 
To determine whether Assumptions (2.3) and (2.6) are satisfied, we also 
need to obtain the orders of CQ - CQ and . 
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Now, let 
r I " " I l/n 
If l«t\l < P "uul uutt 
v ,  
V 
sgn(6^v^)p 0^^^ otherwise. 
Then, 
= 
%t - "t 
^t + "t 
'^ t • 
Thus, we have 
X j .  -  X  =  ( X j .  -  x )  +  ( U j .  - u) - ( U j .  - u) . ( 3 . 4 2 )  
Also, we have v = v. - X. (6 - 0) and therefore, 
c n c 
( V j .  -  v ) 2  =  ( V j .  -  v ) 2  +  ( U j .  -  U) 2 ( 6 ^  -  0 ^ ) 2  +  -  x )  2 (  -  g ^ ) :  
- 2(Vj. - v)(Uj. - u)(3^  - ep 
- 2(v^ - v)(x^ - x)(3j - ep 
+ 2(u^ - u)(x^ - x)(0j - 0j) ( 3 . 4 3 )  
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_  I L  
By assumption, u^ - u = 0^(1 ^ ) . Since 
E{(u^ - u|2j < E{(p + p n"^ E 
t=l 
= 0(T"b , 
we also have u^ - u = 0^(1 ) . 
Now, looking at the denominator of , 
— 1 ^ A "Â _t ^ n ^ 
n Z (x - x)2 = n E (x - x)^ + 2n E (x - x)(u -
t=.l ^ t=l t=l c t 
- 2n ^ E (x - x)(u' - u) 
t=l 
- 2n ^ E (u - u)(u - u) 
t=l ^ ^ 
+  n  ^  E  ( u  - u ) 2 + n ^  E ( u  -  u )  ^ 
t=l t=l c 
(3. 
Note that 
- "xt) + "xd + Jj ("t - • 
—1 n 
Since n E^_^ is bounded by the arguments for Theorem 2.1 and 
has bounded 1 + V4 6 moments (assume 6 < 4 ), we apply 
Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 to expression (3.44) and obtain 
n ^ 2 (x - x)2 = n ^ E (x - x)^ + 0 (T ) . (3.45) 
t = l  t = l  c  P  
Using (3.42) and (3.43), we can write the numerator of as 
«,1 ** A A A A _ 
n E (x - x)(v - v)2 = n E (x - x)(v - v)^ 
t=l t=l 
+ n - :  
n  
E 
t = l  ^ ^ t  -
x ) ( U j .  - u ) 2 ( g ^  -
• 
+ n - ^  
n  
E 
t = l  
( x ^  - x ) 3 ( S ^  •  
- 3 I) 2  
- 2 n - ^  
n  
E 
t = l  
( x ^  •  -  x ) ( v ^  •  -  v ) ( u ^  - u )  (  e  
- 2 n - ^  
n  
E 
t = l  ^ ^ t  •  
-  x ) 2 ( v ^  
-  v)(e2 
-  0 1  )  
+ 2 n " ^  
n  
E 
t = l  
( " t  --  Û ) ( x ^  --  x ) 2 ( g ^  -  ^ i >  
+ n - ^  
n  
E 
t = l  
( ^ t  - u ) ( v ^  - V ) 2  
+ n-1 
n  
E 
t = l  
( " t  - U ) 3 ( 3 ^  -
• 
+ n-1 
n  
E 
t = l  
( " t  - u ) ( X j .  - x ) 2 ( g ^  - 3 ^ ) 2  
-
2 n - l  
n  
E 
t = l  
( v ^  - v ) ( u ^  - u ) 2 ( g ^  •  
-  G l )  
- 2 n ~ ^  
n  
E 
t = l  ^ ^ t  -
x)("t - U ) ( V J:  - v ) ( 5 i  
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n _ ^ 
+ 2n S (u - u)2(x - x)(e, - 3,) 
t=l c ^ ^ 
- n ^ E (u - u )(v - v)2 
t=l c 
n - _ 
- n Z (u - u)(u - Û)2(3 - g )2 
t=l ^ ^ 
_i n - ^ 
- n E (u^ - u^)(x^ - x)2(3^ - 3^)2 
_1 n ^ ^ 
+ 2n Z (u - u)(v - v)(u - u)(S, - 8.) 
t=l c ^ ^ ^ 
_l n ^ ^ 
+ 2n S (u - u)(v - v)(x - x)(0 - g ) 
t=l c ^ ^ 
, n ^ ^ ^ 
- I n  E (u - u)(u - u)(x - x)(g. - g ) . (3.46) 
t=l ^ c c 11 
Since (g^ - g^) = 0 (n - u = 0 (T~ ^  ) , 
" " 1 /  ^  
- u = 0 (T 2) ^ and n bounded, then 
terms containing at least one of - u and uj. - u are 
Op(max{n ^, T }) by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3. Now, 
^ •" _I ^ _I RI 
n E (x - x)3 = n E [y - n E y + (x - p ) 
t=l t=l ^ t=l ^ 
- 1  ^  
- n E (x - u )]3 
t=l 
= Op(l) (3.47) 
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by Assumption (3.36) and the assumption of bounded eighth moments of 
" ""xt) • 
a _ n n 
n" E (x - x)2(v - v) = n~ Z  [(y - n" E u ) + (x - u ) 
t=l t=l ^ t=l 
_1 n 
- n E (x - li.)]2(v - v) 
t=l xc c 
= 0p(n~^^2) (3.48) 
because E(q^, | x^) = 0 implies that E(v^|x^) = 0 , 
[Xj. - - n ^^=1 ~ ^xt^^^ has bounded 2 + V2 <S moments and 
""^:t=l|t^t - "'^^=l^xtl'' = 0(1) by (3.36). Thus 
n _ _ 
Var{n E (x - x)2(v - v)} = 0(n ) . 
t=l 
Therefore, (3.46) becomes 
_ 1 ^ A A A A  _ _ 1  ^  ^  _ _  
n E (x - x)(v - v)2 = n E (x - x)(v - v)2 
t=l t=l 
+ Op{max(n T . (3.49) 
Combining (3.45) and (3.47), we have 
* _1 ^ «A * 
c, = [n E (x - x)2] n E (x - x)(v - v)2 
t=l ^ t=l ^ ^ 
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[n ^ E (x - x)2] ^ E (x - x)(v - v)2 
t=l t=l 
+ Op(raax{n \ T }) 
= c + 0 (1) (3.50) 
1 P 
because we assumed in (3.34) Chat T ^ = o(n ^) . 
To obtain an appropriate order expression for CQ - CQ , we write 
A ^ A "A "Â A 
CQ = n E (Vj. - v)2 - X 
t=l 
n 
E 
t=l " ' t=l " t=l 
_ _ n A — . n 
= n (Vj. - v)2 - X + [n E (v^ - v) ^ - n E ( - v)2] 
(x - x)Cj - x(c^ - c^) 
1 ^  A "A  — 1 ^  «. 
c- + [n E (v - v)2 - n E (v - v)2] 
t=l t=l 
- (x - x)c^ - x(Cj - c^) . (3.51) 
From (3.43) and arguments used to show (3.49), we obtain 
n ^ E (V - v)2 = n ^ E (v - v)^ + 0 (max{n ^, T ^ n }) 
t=l ^ t=l ^ P 
(3.52) 
Also, note that 
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X - X = n ^ Z  (u - u ) = 0 (T (3.53) 
t=l c c P 
and 
- -1 " -1 -1 ^ 
x = n  E x  = n  E j i  + n  E  ( x  -  w  )  =  0  ( 1 )  .  ( 3 . 5 4 )  
t=l ^ t=l t=l * P 
- I n  ^  "  
Combining (3.50)-(3.54) and the assumption that plim n *t%t%C 
n+w 
exists, we have 
CQ - CQ = Op(max{n \ T ^ }) = 0^(1) . (3.55) 
Now, using expression (3.40), for j=l Assumption (2.3) becomes 
_1 A A A 
plim n Z (%t -
n+» t=l 
n 
• 1  ^  
n-i-o» "  ^ t=l 
[plim (Cq - CQ)n " Z 
A _ 2 ^ A A 
+ plim (c^ - Cj)n E 
n-»-" t=l 
+ c plim n ^ E - x )Y v"] = 0 . (3.56) 
^ n-»-" t=l t t t 
By expressions (3.50) and (3.55) and Assumption (3.37), the probability 
limits of the first two terms of (3.56) are zero. Now, the random parts 
of have bounded second moments. Then, by Assumptions (3.35) 
and (2.7), expression (3.41), and Lammas 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4, we obtain 
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— 1 o " * " 
plim n E if(x - x )T f = 0 . 
t=l t t t 
Therefore, 
plim n ^ Z (ir - ir )T Y = 0 (3.57) 
n-Ko t=l 
and Assumption (2.3) is satisfied for j = 1 
When j = 2 Assumption (2.3) becomes 
n 
_ 2  A ,  _  A  A  
n+M t=l 
plim n Z (w^ - = 0 . (3.58) 
Note that 
i = («=0 + Cl^t)" = '^t - 2(=o + Cl^t)" ("=0 - =0^ 
- 2(Cq + c^x^)~\(ic^ - c^) - 2(CQ + c^x^)"^c^(x^ - \) 
+ remainder 
= TT2 - 2IT3(Cq - CQ) - 2TT3X^ (C^  - c^ ) - 2ïï|C^ (X^  - x^ ) 
ignoring the remainder. Therefore, (3.58) follows by Assumption (3.37) 
and the arguments and assumptions used to show (3.57). 
Finally, we need to show that 
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_ ly n * 
plim n 2 Z (n - n )d = 0 . (3.59) 
n+co t=l 
Using expression (3.40), we write (3.39) as 
1/  ^ A 
plim n 2 2 (TT - N )D 
n+oo t=l 
A _ ly n m _ ly n 
= -[plim(c- - c„)n 2 g ir^d + plim(c, - c.)n '2 g ir^x d 
n+" t=l n+« t=l 
1 /  _ i  *  
- c, plim n 2 n Z ?^(x - x )d ] (3.60) 
n+" t=l 
where d' = X'v^ - Z has finite fourth moments. Recall that from 
t t t ~uvtt 
(3.50) and (3.55) we have 
_1 _ l/_ _ l/„ 
Cq - Cq = Op(max{n , T 2}) = Op(n 2 ) 
and 
Ci - Ci = Op(max{n \ T ^}) = Op(n ^ ) 
by Assumption (3.34). Using Assumptions (2.7), (3.38), and the fact 
that the random parts of d^ have bounded fourth moments, we apply 
Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 to expression (3.60) and obtain (3.59). • 
For Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 when we either have no error in the 
e q u a t i o n  o r  =  T  ,  w e  n o t e  t h a t  T  ' ^ 2  h a s  f i n i t e  4 + 6  
moments. Thus, for ir^ defined by (3.39), 
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1/ 1/ n * _1, n » ly 
pllm n 2 Z (IT - ir )d = plim n 2 j; (ir - n. )(T ) = 0 
n+» t=l n+œ t=l ^ 
by the same arguments used to show Result 3.1. Note also that in these 
two cases instead of the definition of in (3.33), we may simply 
define 
t^ = Xj. - Vt^ t , (3.61) 
for then, (3.41) may be shown as follows, 
Xt - *t - "t - \^t 
"t - ~ VcCdc - ((:) - - v^)6^ 
Op(T" ^ 2^ ) . 
We need to retain Assumptions (3.35) and (3.36) on the « 
2. Non-linear regression to estimate variance functions 
In Section 3.B.1 we considered the variance function to be 
linear. We may, however, have non-linear variance functions such as 
°vvtt - (*0 + «1^'' 
or in terms of the weights 
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"t " Cet = (*0 + 
We first outline the Gauss-Newton estimation procedure in the usual non­
linear model case. Then we present an important property of the Gauss-
Newton estimator. 
We assume the model 
Wj. = f(z^ ; + Tij. » C=l, 2, ... , (3.62) 
where the TIJ. are independent (0, a^) random variables, 0^ is a r-
diraensional parameter contained in the parameter space 0 , is an 
observable k-dimensional vector, and f(x^; £) has continuous third 
derivatives with respect to 0 for all 0 e 0 and all x . Assume 
* /« t 
that the vectors } form a fixed sequence, and assume that we have 
available an initial estimator of , say 9 , that satisfies 
^ A 
(0 - 0_) = 0 (b ) where lim b = 0 . Let f,..(x^; 0) denote the 
~ p n n (j) t' " 
first partial derivative of f(x; 0) with respect to the j-th element 
A  A  
of 9 evaluated at 9=9, x = . Also, let F( 9) be the n x r 
matrix with tj-th element given by f^^^Cx^; 0) . 
Using the principle of least squares, we would choose as our 
estimator of 9. the 9 in Q that minimizes 
-1 " Q(0) = n E [Wj. - f(x^; 9)]% . 
t=l 
However, if we expand f(x^; about 0 , we get 
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8^) = f(=t: 8) + .2^ 8)(8oj - V 
+ remainder (3.63) 
where 0-. and 9, are the j-th elements of 0. and 0 . 
Oj j ,^ 0 ~ 
respectively. Thus, the sum of squares Q( 0) is approximated by 
Q*(0) = n~^ E [W - f(x ; 0) - Z 8)(8 - 0 )]2 , (3.64) 
t=l j=l ^ J J 
where we have ignored the remainder in (3.63). 
Minimizing Q*(0) with respect to 5 = (0 - 9) , we obtain the 
one-step Gauss-Newton estimator 0 , where 
0 = 0 + 0 ,  ( 3 . 6 5 )  
i  = [F'(0)F( 9 ) ] " ^ f'(0)b , 
and b is the n x 1 vector with the t-th element given by 
= Wj. - f(Xj.; 0) . 
Now, we state without proof a theorem found in detail in Fuller 
(1976, Section 5.5). 
Theorem 3.4. Assume that the non-linear model (3.62) holds along with 
certain regularity conditions on the first through third derivatives of 
f(x ; 0) and that (0 - 0„) = 0 (b ) . Then, if 0 is the one-step 
L '*** «MJ p n 
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Gauss-Newton estimator of (3.65), 
where n is the n x 1 vector with t-th element . 
This theorem implies that (in most circumstances) the error in the 
one-step Gauss-Newton estimator will be no larger than that in the 
initial estimator. 
For our particular situation, this means that if ÏÏ^. = f(x^; ^) 
where f is a non-linear function and we have some initial estimate 0 
of ^ , estimated using the in place of the true , such that 
then the one-step Gauss-Newton estimator 0 is such that 
Under the appropriate definition of assuming fixed , and 
assuming either (3.33) or (3.61), we still obtain 
(3.66) 
(x - X ) = 0 (T ^ ) = 0 (n~ ^  ) 
t u p  p  
if T"^ = o(n~^) . 
(3.67) 
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Now, write 
\ • I) 
" «"ti So'C'li - "ti' i=l 
•" j.V(3)'*t' " °0j> (3-68) 
+ remainder 
where ^) denotes the first derivative of f(x; 0) with 
respect to the i-th component of evaluated at and ^ . Note 
that with TT^ = f(x^; 8^) , 
"t - \ ' <\i ao)(Xci - *ci) + - %) 
(3.69) 
ignoring the remainder. Thus, (3.69) is in the form of (3.30) of 
Theorem 3.3 if we make the appropriate assumptions on the first 
derivatives. To apply Theorem 3.3, note that for the first k terms of 
* ( i) (3.69) which involve (x^^ - x^^) , the f (x^; ^ ) must satisfy the 
conditions of the a^.^ needed to prove case i) of Theorem 3.3. For the 
next r terms which involve ( 8^ - 9^^ ) , the f^(x^ ; ^) must 
satisfy the conditions of the a^j for case ii) of Theorem 3.3. 
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Therefore, given and which meet the conditions of Theorem 3.3, 
w e  need to assume that 
i) the sequences of constants ^ )} are bounded, i=l, 
2 ,  . k  ;  a n d  
ii) for each j , j=l, 2, ..., r , the sequences of constants 
^)} are such that 
SoVt = • (3-70) 
Note that we may iterate the Gauss-Newton procedure and at each 
step obtain estimators which are at least as good as those of the 
previous step. Thus, under the same conditions (3.70), Theorem 3.3 also 
applies when we have iterative Gauss-Newton estimation with a fixed 
finite number of steps. 
Consider as an example the following variance function 
%vtt = + c^x^)]2 , 8)1. 
Now, let (0, Cg, c^) be the vector of iterated Gauss-Newton estimators 
of (9, Cg, c^) . Then, 
A  A  A  A  A  O  
\ = [8(Co + 
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[0(Cg + CjXj.)]"^ - 2 0"^(Cq + c^x^)"^9 - 0) 
- 20"^CQ + CJX^)"^CQ - CQ) - 20"^x^(Cg + CjX^)"\c^ - c^) 
-2 -3 " 
- 2 6  Cj ( C g  +  c^ x ^ )  ( X j .  -  x ^ )  +  re m a i n d e r  ,  
\ - 29 ^ ÏÏJ.(0 - 9) - 2ïï|.(CQ + c^ x^ ) \CQ - CQ) 
+ Cl^t) ^( = 1 - - 2"t=l(Co + ClXc)"^(Xc -
(3.71) 
ignoring the remainder. These arguments lead to the following result. 
Although the model in (3.73) is not identified, we can assume that we 
have additional information. See the example in Chapter IV. 
Result 3.2. Assume the model of Theorem 3.1 holds. Assume 
Vo [qj.» T 2a^, Kc^j. - c^^)' , (Xj. - jp^j.)] , t=l, 2, ... , n , are 
independent with bounded eighth moments. Assume 
Seact -  T"'SLatt '  ^-1.  2 C3.72) 
- 1  - 1  
where T = o(n ) . Assume that we have fixed x^ , t=l, 2, ..., n , 
and for 
\ = Wt = [*(=0 + ^ ^ (3.73) 
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that the sequence {n^} is bounded above and below by fixed positive 
numbers. Assume that we have additional information so that the model 
(3.73) is identified. Let the estimator of Xj. defined in (3.33) be 
used to obtain the iterative Gauss-Newton estimator of a , say 
vvtt ' •' 
^  A  A  A  A  
= [8(cQ + c^x^)]2 where we assume that 
[(0 - 0), (CQ - CQ), (c^ - c^)] = Op(l) . Also assume 
n"^  (CQ H- = Op(l) 
and 
(CQ + c^ x^ )-!*^  = Op(l) 
^ *t(co + = Op(i) 
t=l 
^ Vt>'\ • °p(') 
_1 ^  I _ 1 I  
n 2 |(CQ + c^x^) (3.74) 
is bounded. Then, the conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied for 
^t^t ~ and for a^U^ = . Therefore, (3.2) and (3.4) of Theorem 
3.1 hold. 
3. A note on variance functions 
We note that in either expression (3.33) or (3.61) for x^ , we 
have used 
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«  A  
6 = 0 '  a  
t uvtt vvtt 
A  A  A _ ,  
for the simple univariate case. This becomes 6^ -• S cr ^ In the 
~iivtt vvtt 
general univariate case. Now, if the variance model assumes that 
and 
'vvtt ' f(=t' 
where f(x^) is some function, linear or non-linear, of , then we 
may replace ^ by 
A  A  « _ 1  
5 = S a 
~ -MIV VV 
»hers Ltt %v " ""'^-I'vvtt 
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IV. EXAMPLE; NON-HOMOGENEOUS ERROR VARIANCES 
In this chapter, we consider a situation in which the error 
variances are non-constant. A specific type of estimators > 
t"l, 2, ..., n , is considered, and the variance function assumed is 
non-linear. 
A. Functionally Related Model 
Fuller (1984) considered models in which the covariance matrices of 
the measurement error are known functions of observable variables or are 
known functions of the expectation of observable random variables. He 
considered estimator matrices of the form 
m 
= Z 
i=l Zaact «ifci (4-
where m < k + 1 , and the ib . are observable vectors. The 2 
"^ ti -^ att 
are such that either 
or 
^(^att^ " 4att 
n ^ n 
Saatt) " Saatt ' <4'2) 
t=l t=l 
Note that if the Z are known, then they can be written in the form 
"-aatt 
(4.1), as can any variance-covariance matrix. Moreover, the may 
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contain fixed and random parts and may be functions of . The model 
of (1.1)-(1.2) with estimator matrices of the form (4.1) is called the 
functionally related model. 
B. Description of Hog Data 
We consider data from an interview-reinterview survey of Iowa 
farmers conducted by the Statistical Laboratory at Iowa State University 
in 1970. The survey is described in Battese, Fuller, and Hickman (1972, 
1976). 
The survey was a personal-interview farm survey for estimating land 
use, crop acreage, livestock numbers and farm labor. Most of the 
questionnaire items were taken from the USDA's 1970 June acreage, 
livestock and labor enumeration survey questionnaire. The 1970 
interview-reinterview survey involved drawing an area sample of farm 
operators in each of three geographic areas in Iowa. Interviews with 
eligible farm operators were obtained once in the first week of 
September 1970 and again one month later. Items on the trial-2 
questionnaires were constructed so that the exact question was either 
(!) repeated with reference to the date of the first interview or (ii) 
tied to the date of the second interview with other items included to 
obtain any changes in the inventory of the variable in question. 
In trial 1, 92.0% of the eligible farm operators were actually 
interviewed, and in trial 2, 91.8% of those assigned for the trial were 
interviewed. The total number of farm operators interviewed twice was 
262. Of the 21 variates on which data were collected, we consider only 
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two. These variables are 
Xj. =• number of breeding hogs the t-th farm operator had on hand 
September 1, 1970. 
and 
= number of sows giving birth to baby pigs between June 1 and 
August 31, 1970. 
C. Analysis of Data 
Since we have two observations for each individual for each 
variable, we consider the model for the means of the two responses. Let 
Xj. = (1, Xj.) and 6' = (6^, 6^ ) , with fixed. Then consider the 
model 
^t = + ^ t ' 
+ w^ , (4.3) 
^ + "t • 
where 
K ' \2> • 
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"t = + "t2> . 
"t • + "t2^  • 
 ^+ "tj • 
'^ cj ° \ + "ti • 
and j=l, 2 denote the first and second observation on the t-th 
respondent respectively. We assume that the two vectors 
T T ^^t2' "t2^ independent with zero mean 
vector and bounded 8+6 moments, 6 > 0 . We also assume that the 
qj. are independent with zero means and bounded 4+6 moments and 
that q^ is independent of (w^ ^for all t and 
- 1 ,  j . lat E{(w^, u^)'(w^, u^)} = = T , t=l, 2, n . 
-1 -1 
where T = o(n ) and assume 0^^ >0 is unknown. 
Let 
%:L = «tl -\2>> • (4-4) 
Then, ~ ^ att *=^6 independence of (w^^, and 
(w^g, ^(-2^ ' Therefore, the covariance matrix of measurement errors is 
a known function of the expectation of observable random variables. We 
use Theorem 3.3 and the non-linear results of Chapter 3 to analyze the 
data. 
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First, we note that for estimation purposes, all observation for 
which the farmer indicated in both interviews that he/she had no 
breeding hogs as of September 1, 1970, were deleted. The subset of the 
data with zeros deleted is given in Fuller (1987, Appendix 3.A). Then, 
using the functionally related option of SUPER CARP (Hidiroglou et al., 
1980), we obtain initial estimates for and where we use 
iT^  s 1 and estimate the t-th error variance by averages 
of these error variances obtained are the same as those estimated by an 
analysis of variance of the dependent and independent variables on 
individuals. For this data, a is approximately 0.08 where 
UUuu xxtzu 
the approximation is obtained by looking at the average estimates. 
Thus, we obtain 
y^ = 0. 132 + 0.2801 
and 
vech V{(3Q, 100 0^ )} = (2.3864, -7.0196, 24.3443)' . (4.5) 
The estimator of variance given in (4.5) is defined in Theorem 2.1 
assuming = 1 and using the error variance estimates found by the 
analysis of variance. However, by looking at the graph of v^ versus 
Xj. , where v^ and x^ are calculated from the expressions of Result 
3.1 with p = 3 , we see that the range in estimated error variances, 
°vvtt ' large and that the variance seems to be related to x^ (see 
Figure 4.1). Thus, we attempt to improve our estimate of g by 
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60,0 80.0 100.0 
X-HAT 
120.0 140.0 160.0 
Figure 4.1. Predicted Xj. and Vj. 
weighting by appropriate estimates of the , t=l, 2, n 
Let r^ = . We assume that 
E(Vt) = Wt = [*(Co + c^x^)]2 , 9 > 1 
and 
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• "rrtt " 
Note that the model of (4.6) assumes that ''qqtt ^ function of the 
^t ' 
Now, given our estimate (3^,0^) of (g^, , let 
ï"t " ^t2 ^l^^tl ~ 
and 
- Y - 0^(XJ. - X) (4.7) 
where Y = n and X = n . Then, 
r| = (0.25)|Y,i - Y^ 2 -  ^
- (0-25)["cl - "t2 - - "c2)'' 
is an estimator of (1, > -B^)' and 
v2 = [Y^ - Y - B^CX^ - X)] 2 
= [(y^ -  y) - - x) + (Wj. - w) - B^(u^ - u)]' 
is an estimator of + (1, -8i)' 
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Let 
A  _  A  A  
*t ~ ^ t "^uv^vv^t 
where a  = 94.9116 comes from the SUPER CARP run and 
vv 
A  A  A  A  
a  =  a  - 0, cr = -15.1182 with a  and a  the appropriate 
uv uw 1 uu uw uu 
— I n  ^ 
elements of n ^t=l''!itl^l ' that in our expression for we 
have a  and a  instead of a and a  * W e  can use this 
uv vv uvtt vvtt 
expression here because our model (4.6) assumes that both 
"^vvtt proportional to the same function of the x^ (see Section 
3.3). 
Using PROG NLIN of SAS (1985), we fit the model 
r| . (Cg + CjXj)2 + 
(4.8) 
= [0(Cg + c^x^)]2 + \2 ' ® 1 
by iterative non-linear estimation, weighting at successive steps by the 
predicted values from the previous step. The restriction 9 > 1 is 
equivalent to the restriction a > 0 . Our final estimates were 
qqtt 
(Cq, CJ, 0) = (0.675, 0. 133, 1.643) 
Thus, our estimate of CT is 
vvtt 
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Wt = Vt'l' 
= (1.109 + 0.219 Xj.)2 . (4.9) 
From Result 3.2 we know that the inverse of a . t=l, 2, .... 
vvtt 
n , above satisfies the conditions for the ir^. in Theorem 3.4. 
Incorporating these weights, we get from SUPER CARP 
= -0.006 + 0.287 
and 
vech V{(6Q, 100 0^} = (0. 1679, -0.7404, 7. 1496) . (4. 10) 
Comparing (4.5) and (4.10), we see that for this example, weighting 
by estimated variances has produced an estimated variance for the 
intercept that is less than one-fourteenth of the original and an 
estimated variance for that is less than one-third that before 
weighting. 
In order to consider a residual plot after weighting, define 
* 
^t ^t ^uvtt'vvtt^t 
and 
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where 
°vvtt = Ltt - 2 »iLcc + 
a = o ~ B. o 
uvtt uwtt 1 uutt 
"«utf Ut> = (?ci - - \2> 
«tl - \2''' • 
V2.: If we now look at the graph of the weighted , defined as °vvtt^t ' 
versus the (see Figure 4.2), we see that most of the heterogeneity 
of variances for the Vj. has been removed. 
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#• 
• O • 
• •• 
0.0 100.0 80.0 40.0 60.0 60.0 120.0 140.0 180.0 
X-HAT 
Figure 4.2. and after weighting 
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V. MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS 
In previous chapters, we examined estimators for the situation in 
which we have unequal error variances. We examined the limiting 
behavior of these estimators so that we are able to use them when we 
have large samples. For practical situations, however, we need to know 
what may be considered to be a large sample. In this chapter we use 
Monte Carlo with using data based upon the example in Chapter 4 to 
explore this matter. 
We selected a (nearly) systematic sample of size 50 from the 184 
ordered observations of of the example of Chapter 4 and considered 
this sample to be the true (fixed) Xj. . The sample of x^ is 
contained in Table 5.1 below. 
To create observations modeled after the actual data, we assume 
where the coefficients on Xj. were estimated from the actual data by 
the regression of 
wwtt ^uutt^ = (0.13, 0.22) Xj. , t=l, ..., 50 uutt (5.1) 
"ti - "tal ^ 
and 
on (1) and 
I l l  
Table 5.1. Systematic sample of data, 
Observation Observation Observation 
Number Xj. Number Xj. Number Xj. 
1 2.0 18 22.0 35 44.0 
2 5.0 19 22.0 36 44.0 
3 6.0 20 23.5 37 46.0 
4 8.5 21 25.0 38 47.0 
5 10.5 22 26.5 39 48.5 
6 11.5 23 28.0 40 51.5 
7 12.5 24 28.5 41 54.5 
8 13.0 25 30.5 42 61.0 
9 14.5 26 31.5 43 62.0 
10 16.0 27 33.0 44 70.5 
11 17.0 28 33.5 45 76.0 
12 17.0 29 35.0 46 79.5 
13 18.0 30 36.5 47 106.0 
14 19.0 31 38.0 48 110.5 
15 20.0 32 39.5 49 128.0 
16 20.5 33 41.5 50 151.5 
17 21.0 34 43.0 
Relationship (5.1) also seemed reasonable from graphs of Y vs. X 
and of vs. X^. which indicated that the variances were 
nearly multiples of X^ . 
To begin with, we generated 200 samples of size 50 according to the 
model 
^tj = \ + ^ tj + 4t 
j = l, 2 
Xtj - *t + "tj (5.2) 
where 
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" t l  =  G - ' 3  * t j ' c  
"tj " (5-3) 
and (a^j, a^g, b^g, q^)' ~ NID[0, diag(l, 1, 1, 1, 1)] . 
For each sample, we then calculated 
2, - (\. 1. \) 
- ?t2)' "> - Xtz'l 
i. = - /, Siti' 
t = l  t = l  
A A A A 1 A 
« = («0' »,)' • "iiAy 
d, - (1, Xc)'V; - - r„„„s) 
"c - \ - «0 - 6l\ 
"^att ^ 1^1 
G = (n - 2) - 1  
n 
E 
t=l 
and 
V(6) n~^M"^GM"^ 
XX XX (5.4) 
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We also calculated the ordinary test statistics 
- I/o " 
l:o-[V(6o)l '26(, 
and 
= [V(5^)]" ^ 2 _ 0.3) . 
To construct an estimator of , let 
^t ° - Y - (X^ - X) 6^ 
4a • ° 4att 
• <"w' "• "wu" V' 
and 
"qq • Î " 
Also, let 
[ ( L  ^  - X)l 
and 
= V, [Y., - Y 
tl t2 - Xtz)] (5.5) 
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Note that our model assumes a = 0 for every t . However, we can 
wutt 
estimate a and have used the average estimate in defining a 
wutt ° qq 
but have chosen not to do so in defining . Now, by assumption, 
"rrtt " <=0 + • =0 ' ° ° ' 
Thus, we regressed |r^| on (1) and to obtain C Q  and 
Then, we let 
"vvtt = "qq + <=0 + Vt'' • (5-6) 
We then used the weights 
\ " ^ 'vvtt ' 2 , 
to get weighted estimates g* and V(jB*) . We also calculated the test 
statistics 
and 
t* = [V(3§)]"^^2 eg 
t* = [V(0*)] ^2 (g* - 0.3) . 
For the 200 samples of size n = 50 , the results are found in 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3. For the unweighted estimator, the theoretical 
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Table 5.2. Monte Carlo percentiles, mean, and variance for unweighted 
and weighted estimators for 200 samples, 
(SQ, ep = (0, 0.3) , n = 50 
Percentiles Go % ^1 6* 
0.01 -5.662 -2.154 0.1602 0.2047 
0.05 -2.985 -1.511 0.2012 0.2404 
0.10 -2.473 -1.213 0.2457 0.2568 
0.25 -1.494 -0.574 0.2707 0.2804 
0.50 -0.169 0.036 0.3008 0. 2996 
0.75 0.899 0.450 0.3452 0.3198 
0.90 1.957 0.889 0.3787 0.3424 
0.95 2.828 1.278 0.3912 0.3596 
0.99 4.119 2.427 0.4619 0.3983 
Monte Carlo mean -0.262 -0.051 0.3066 0.3006 
variance 3.178 0.687 0.003261 0.001215 
Table 5.3. Monte Carlo percentiles for the Studentized statistics, 
200 samples, size n = 50 
Percentiles 
*^0 Cl H 
Student's t 
(48 df) 
0.01 -2.84 -26.73 -3.57 -3.25 -2.33 
0.05 -2.36 -4.52 -2.60 -2.01 -1.65 
o
 
o
 
-1.92 -3.09 -1.62 -1.63 -1.28 
0.90 1.74 2.19 1.84 1.55 1.28 
0.95 2.37 2.90 2.35 2.36 1.65 
0.99 3.42 4.81 4.18 4.12 2.33 
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variance of for a sample of size 50 is 0.002852, See Hasabelnaby 
(1985). The Monte Carlo variance of 0.003261 is close to the theoret­
ical value but larger as expected. 
Note that for both 0^ and 0^^ weighting the samples of 50 
observations greatly reduced the variance of the estimators. The 
variance for the weighted estimator of 0^ is less than one-fourth that 
of the unweighted estimator while for 8^ the weighted estimator's 
variance is less than one-half that of the unweighted estimator. 
However, the Studentized statistic for the weighted estimator of 0^ is 
more skewed to the left than that of the unweighted estimator. The 
Studentized statistic for the weighted estimator of 0^ is slightly 
superior to that for the unweighted estimator but the tails for both 
estimators are too wide. 
The distribution for t* may have become more skewed due to 
obtaining very small weights for some observations. In the 
regression estimation of the variance of usual regression 
statistics provide an estimator of the variance of the estimated 
• A possible modification of the weighting procedure is to 
replace the estimated weight 
;-i 
vvtt 
with the weight 
vvtt vvtt vvtt 
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where a is the regression estimator and V{a } is the 
vvtt vvtt 
regression estimator of the variance of a . This type of 
vvtt 
modification has been suggested in a number of contexts. For example, 
see Fuller (1980). As an approximation to this procedure we constructed 
weights with fixed modification. To improve upon out estimate a , 
vvtt 
we first constructed an estimator of a . Let 
vvtt 
r* - r^(r^ + 1)"' 
(D* = (l)(r^ + 1)"^ 
X* = x^(r^ + 1)"1 (5.7) 
where we have added one to the weight r^ to ensure that we have no 
extremely small estimated weights. Then, we regressed r* on (1)* 
and X* to get estimates (c*, c*) of (c^, c^) where we restricted 
c* > 0 and c* > 0 . Then, we let 
•^vtt = ^qq + («=0 + cfXt)^ (5-8) 
and used as weights 
"t • ("îvtt + " 
-1 
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where once again we added one to ensure that no weight was extremely 
small. We did this for two different sets of samples - 1000 samples of 
size n = 50 and 1000 samples of size n = 200 where the 200 obser­
vations for each sample in the second set were generated from our 50 
fixed Xj. with 4 observations for each x^ . The same model as before 
was used. Both weighted and unweighted estimates were calculated. 
First consider the results for 0^ which are given in Tables 5.4 and 
5.5. 
Note that after these modifications, for both sets of samples, the 
variance of the weighted estimator is at most about one-fifth that of 
the unweighted estimator. Also, the Studentized statistics no longer 
Table 5.4. Monte Carlo percentiles, mean, and variances for estimators 
o f  3 Q  f o r  t h e  t w o  s e t s  o f  1 0 0 0  s a m p l e s  e a c h  ( =  0 )  
n = 50 n = 200 
Percentiles Go % Go % 
0.01 -4.147 -1.703 -1.948 -0.764 
0.05 -2.745 -1.202 -1.385 -0.53 7 
o
 
o
 
-2.228 -0.960 -1.089 -0.420 
0.25 -1.221 -0.489 -0.569 -0.230 
0.50 -0.081 -0.053 -0.039 -0.031 
0.75 1.004 0.435 0.518 0.196 
0.90 1.947 0.918 1.032 0.364 
0.95 2.479 1.259 1.284 0.525 
0.99 3.577 1.909 1.912 0.798 
Monte Carlo mean -0.099 -0.018 -0.031 -0.022 
variance 2.656 0.550 0.677 0.103 
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Table 5.5. Monte Carlo percentiles for the Studentized statistics for 
the estimators of 0^ for two sets of 1000 samples each 
n = 50 n = 200 
Percentiles *=0 to 
0.01 -2.93 -2.48 -2.55 -2.40 
0.05 -2.13 -1.81 -1.81 -1.68 
0. 10 -1.64 -1.41 -1.40 -1.28 
0.90 1.62 1.26 1.34 1.11 
0. 95 2.02 1.53 1.88 1.52 
0.99 3.01 2.69 2.81 2.38 
become so negatively skewed after weighting. Note also that the distri­
butions of Studentized statistics for 3Q more closely resemble that of 
Student's t-distribution for the samples of size 200 than for those of 
size 50. Also for both of the sets of samples, the distributions of 
tQ and t* are quite similar. 
Now, consider the Monte Carlo results for which are found in 
Tables 5.6 and 5.7. After the modifications the variance of the 
weighted estimator of is even smaller than before. Now, the 
variance of the weighted estimator is nearly one-third that of the 
unweighted estimator. Also, we see that even for the smaller samples, 
the distribution of the Studentized statistic after weighting more 
closely resembles that of Student's t-distribution than it does before 
weighting. Thus, we see that for our Studentized statistics for this 
type of data to resemble Student's t , we need to have large samples. 
Also, we see that weighting improves our estimates even if we have 
smaller samples. 
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Table 5.6. Monte Carlo percentiles, mean, and variances for estimators 
of 6^ for the two sets of 1000 samples each = 0.3) 
Percentiles 
n = 50 
k 
n = 
Gl 
200 
k 
0.01 0.1764 0.2225 0.2387 0.2661 
0.05 0.2174 0.2504 0.2579 0.2768 
0.10 0.2342 0.2636 0.2663 0.2825 
0.25 0.2664 0.2805 0.2829 0.2916 
0.50 0.3030 0.3019 0.3013 0.3011 
0.75 0.3393 0.3219 0.3189 0.3106 
0.90 0.3702 0.3415 0.3353 0.3190 
0.95 0.3914 0.3525 0.3448 0.3239 
0.99 0.4357 0.3777 0.3625 0.3342 
Monte Carlo mean 
variance 
0.3029 
0.002854 
0.3015 
0.0009613 
0.3012 
0.0007028 
0.3010 
0.0002023 
Table 5.7. Monte Carlo percentiles for the Studentized statistics for 
the estimators of for two sets of 1000 samples each 
n = 50 n = 200 
Percentiles tl tl 
0.01 -3.68 -2.64 -2.82 -2.43 
0.05 -2.32 — 1.66 -1.92 -1.52 
0.10 -1.75 -1.21 -1.46 -1. 17 
0.90 1.68 1.32 1.42 1.27 
0.95 2.39 1.65 1.84 1.61 
0.99 3.44 2.42 2.58 2.19 
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VI. COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR WEIGHTING BY ESTIMATED VARIANCES 
In previous chapters, we have discussed the conditions under which 
estimated variances may be used as weights. In this chapter we discuss 
the basic algorithms for weighting that have been incorporated into the 
program EV CARP (1987). EV CARP is written in FORTRAN and designed for 
use on the IBM Personal Computer with math co-processor. The program is 
designed to estimate linear regression equations under various errors-
in-variables assumptions. It also can be used to perform weighted least 
squares estimation. The procedures of EV CARP generalize those in 
Fuller (1987) and permit the observations to come from a complex survey. 
Let the observation vector be 
^ij£r Xlj&2' •••' ^ijak) " ^ ^ij A' ^1 j 
where 1 is the stratum identification, 1=1, 2, ..., L ; j is the 
cluster identification, j=l, 2, ..., n^ ; I is the element-within 
cluster identification, £=1, 2, ..., m,. : X,.. is the ij &-th 
ij ' ij&r 
observation for the r-th explanatory variable, r=l, 2, ..., k ; and 
is the ijA-th observation for the dependent variable. From now on 
we will usually denote the subscript triple ij£ by t where t=l, 
L 2, ..., n and n = is the total number of observations. 
The matrices underlying the computations are X'WX and X'WY 
where the rs-th element of X'WX is 
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" * 
Z XcfXtaWt (6.1) 
t = l  
and the r-th element of X'WY is 
n * 
Z X Y W (6.2) 
t=l " 
* * 
where r=l, 2, k ; s=l, 2, k ; and is the sample 
weight associated with the &-th element in the j-th cluster in the i-th 
stratum. Ordinarily, the weight used is proportional to the reciprocal 
of the selection probability. Note that for a simple random sample the 
* 
sample weights are identically equal to one, i.e., W.. = 1 . The X 
i j  X »  
* 
and Y variables and the weights are read into the program by the 
user. 
When the functionally related option is selected in EV CARP, the 
user gives the error covariance matrices by specifying m vectors of 
k + 1 elements each where m < k + 1 . The program calculates the 
average error covariance matrix 
'^-1 ® -^-1 
Ss,,.. - : \ «Al - = 
t=l i=l t=l 
where 
. L *ij . 
c = S S E W = 2 W 
1=1 j=l £=1 t=l ^ 
and 
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Jilti ~ (*li*tli' ®2i\2i* *ki*tki' *k+l,i*k,k+l,l) 
is the specified vector for the i-th matrix, {a^ : j=l, 2, k+1} 
are the coefficients for the variables in the i-th matrix, and the R 
variables in expression (6.3) can be any variables that have been read 
into the program. The user provides both the coefficient and the R 
variable for every entry in the m vectors. A particular variable can 
appear in more than one place in a vector and in more than one vector. 
A. Model With an Error in the Equation 
If the model with an error in the equation (called the EVl model) 
is specified, the program uses the submatrices E and S 
~UTR1.  'MITIW. . 
from Z of (6.3). Let X be the smallest root of 
TTâ # # 
Iz 'wz  - AcZ 1=0 (6.4) 
• ira. . I 
where 
Z'WZ = (T, X)'W(¥, X) 
vech Z = (o* , vec Z , vech Z ) , 
~aira., WTIW.. MITTW.. MITTU.. 
a* = Z Z"*" Z , 
WTIW.. ~WTIU. .MITIU. .'MITIW.  
. L "i "ij * n * 
c = Z Z Z W = Z W , 
1=1 j=l 1=1 t=l 
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X'WX and X'WY are defined in (6.1) and (6.2), and is the 
Ml ITU.  
Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of S 
° -HITTU.  
The estimated parameter vector is 
A  A _ 1  *  
h n  •  ( S - S )  
" -1 
where f o r  X > l - n  ( k - 2 ) a  
cM = X'WX - n"^[n - o(lc - l)]cZ , 
XX MITTU.  
= X'WY - n"^[n - a(k - , (6.6) 
while for X < 1 - n \k - 2)a 
cM = Z'WZ - [X - a(n - 1) ]cE . (6.7) 
zz -^ïïa.. 
The parameter a can be zero or one and is specified by the user. Note 
that when the root A of the determinantal equation is less than one 
(minus some modifying constant if o = 1 ), then the root is used in 
defining the estimator. This use of the root takes care of the 
situation when the estimators fall on the boundary of the parameter 
space, i.e., when the estimate of the error-in-equation variance 
is zero. 
EV CARP offers the user the option of o = 0 or o = 1 in (6.6)-
(6.7) above. For simple random samples (W. . = 1) and a = 0 , this 
i j X» 
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estimator is that of Fuller (1984) given in Section 1.B.2 by equation 
(1.5). The a = 1 modification Improves the moment properties of the 
estimator to give finite means and variances. This modification is 
discussed in Fuller (1987, Section 2.5). 
For the EVl option, the estimated covariance matrix (obtained using 
a Taylor approximation) is computed as 
where 
A  A  A _ 1  A  A _ 1  
*(2kVl) " c Mxx(tVl"xx (*'8) 
®EV1 = ,2, ^i (^ij. " ^i..)'(4j. " 4..) 
1=1 j=l 
and = [(n - k)(n^ - 1)] (n - l)n^ . Except for sampling 
adjustments and the a modification, equations (6.4)-(6.8) are those of 
* 
Theorem 2.1 with . 
Note that we can estimate the variance of the error in the equation 
by 
J(l, -l'y . C6.9) 
The program estimate of is the maximum of the value given by (6.9) 
and zero. 
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B. Model With No Error in the Equation 
If the model with no error in the equation (called the EV3 model) 
is selected, the program uses the entire covariance matrix S of 
~QTia.. 
(6.3) that has been entered into the program. The estimator of 3 Is 
where 
- «1 -
and X is the smallest root of the determinantal equation of (6.4) 
except that now the first element of E is the value entered into ïïa.. 
the program by the user. In the EV3 case, the root is always used in 
defining the estimator. Note that (6.10) is nearly the same as (6.7) of 
the EVl case used when a = 0 . Thus, if the root calculated in EV3 
qq 
is much larger than one, this indicates that perhaps there is an error 
in the equation and EVl should be used. 
The estimated covariance matrix of ^ev3 computed as 
A  A A A I A  A  1  
(S-1:) 
where 
®EV3 ~ h ^1..) 
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' i j l  •  4  -  i v . t  -  ' l . / î  -  J " t  
't = \ - ''tfi 
Let - Â(i' -i'>iatt"' -â')' 
% « . .  •  « 1 -  - à ' ( 1 .  - â ' ) '  
Ltt -
and 
These equations are nearly the same as those of Theorem 2.2 with 
C. Estimated True Values and Standardized Residuals 
If requested, the standardized residuals from the regression and 
the estimated true values of the variables will be output. The 
estimates are based on the model in which the true are fixed. 
Standardized residuals are used because the error variance matrix 
depends on the observation and, therefore, so does the variance of the 
residual v^ . 
The standardized residual and the vector of estimated true values 
output by the program are given by 
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and 
where 
V9 " 
\ • -2')' 
Svatt ~ ~~ ^ ^att 
'vvcc = (1' -a')5sett(i' -a')' 
f diagCÔqq, 0, 0, ..., 0) + if EVl 
E 
~eett 
"i -
XE if EV3 
«aatt 
m 
^att • Jj 
A 1 ^ A ^ A A A 
• •= /, -ê"'" 
t=l 
Also output by the program are the estimated standard error of , 
- 1/9 
which is G 4^ , and the estimated standard errors of the estimated 
vvtt 
true values which are calculated as the square roots of the diagonal 
elements of 
^att ~ &vtt ^vtt^att * (6.13) 
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The equations of (6.12) and (6.13) follow those of Fuller (1987, Section 
2.2.2) where adjustments have been made to account for the heterogeneous 
measurement error variances. 
D. Second Round Estimation - Weighting by Estimated Variances 
When appropriate, the user may request a second round of 
estimation. For first round estimation, an estimate of the parameters 
is obtained using the sample weights that have been read into the 
program by the user. For second round estimation, the program uses the 
first round estimates to construct the weights to be used in the second 
round. The second round weights are the inverse of the a of 
° vvtt 
(6.12) above. To obtain second round estimates, the program replaces 
* '>-1 
Wj. by the appropriate equations for the EVl or EV3 model. 
Note that because the second round weights are functions of the 
estimators of E , two round estimation, as performed in EV CARP, is 
"eatt 
appropriate only when the are independent of the variables in the 
regression. 
For the model with an error in the equation, the second round 
estimator is 
A _ 1  A  
A/ 1 
where, if X>l-n (k.-2)a 
° "zuz - - "C" - '"ira.. 
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and otherwise 
and 
"... ""zuz - • 
^ ^ ^-1 .-1 ^ "-1 
"2.2 - "vvtt) /, • t=l t=l 
~aTra.. ~ %vtt ^ "vvtt^att ' t=l t=l 
"vvtt ^qq "^kVl^^aaCt^l' "-^Vl^' ' 
(a , &L,,) is the vector of first round estimates of (a ,6') and 
qq qq ~ 
\ is the smallest root of 
^ZdZ ~ ^^Tia.J ~ ° • 
A second round estimator of a is the maximum of zero and qq 
The estimated variance of the second round estimate 6_„_, is 
~tiV 1 
computed using equation (6.8) with the second round estimates so that 
("t' replaced by . 
For the model with no error in the equation, the second round 
estimator of 3 is computed by 
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&V3 = (S'lS) XTK xny 
where 
"z,z - "z,z -
and X is the smallest root of the determinantal equation 
I^TTZ ~ ^^TTa.J ~ ° * 
The variance is computed as 
~ **XTD(^V3**XTIX 
where is computed by the equations of (6.11) except that the old 
estimates and weights are replaced by the new ones. 
For standardized residuals and estimated true values, second round 
estimates are computed from equations (6.12) replacing (0', o^^) by 
(6'; o^q) . If two round estimation is chosen, the program outputs the 
first round estimates of 8 but does not output the covariance matrix 
of the first round estimates. The second round statistics for all 
requested options, including the covariance matrix of 0 , are output. 
Better second round weights may be constructed outside the 
program. For example, for the hog data of Chapter IV, we were able to 
construct better weights using a non-linear variance function that 
depended on the true but unknown Xj. . Such second round weights may be 
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Incorporated into EV CARP by reading the weights into the program as 
they were "regular" first round weights and then requesting a single 
round of estimation. 
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IX. APPENDIX A: CONVERGENCE IN PROBABILITY 
AND THE WEAK LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 
In this appendix we briefly review the definitions of convergence 
in probability and orders in probability. We also present a general 
form of the weak law of large numbers found in Chung (1974, p. 111). 
Definition 9.1. The sequence of random variables {X^} converges 
in probability if for every e > 0 , 
lim P{ |x  -  x |  > e} = 0 . 
' n ' 
n+oo 
P 
In the case, we write pllm X^ = X or X^ > X . 
Definition 9.2. We say X^ is of smaller order In probability 
than g^ if pllm g^^X^ = 0 and we write X^ - o^Cg^) . 
Definition 9.3. We say X^ is at most of order in probability 
gjj if for every e > 0 , there exists a positive real number such 
that P{ |x  I > M g } < G for all n , and we write X = 0 (g ) . 
' n' e n n p "n 
In addition to the above definitions, the following lemma and 
properties of o^C*) and Op(0 are quite useful. A proof of some of 
these properties is given in Fuller (1976, pp. 184-185). 
Lemma 9.1. Let {g^} and {h^} be sequences of positive real numbers 
where h^g 0 . If X = 0 (g ) , then X = o (h ) . 
n °n n p °n ' n p n 
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Proof. Given e > 0 , there exists an M such that 
e 
P {|x| > M g } < e  f o r  a l l  n  ,  o r  i n s t e a d  P {|x | > M (h )h } < e I n' E°n 'n'en ^n n 
for all n . However, since + 0 as n •>• <» , given 6 > 0 we 
can choose a positive integer N such that 6 > MJh^^g^ for n > N . 
Then, P{(x I > 6h } < e for every n > N , i.e., X =o(h). 
' n ' n n p n 
Properties of o (•) and 0 ( •) 
P P 
Let and {h^} be sequences of positive real numbers, and 
let {X^} and {Y^} be sequences of random variables. 
(i) If X = 0 (g ) and Y = o (h ) , then 
n p "n n p n 
|x I® = o (g®) for s > 0 
I n I p n 
*0 + ° °p("a*{Sn, \}) . 
(ii) If X = 0 (g ) and Y = 0 (h ) , then 
n p n n p n 
V. - °,W 
°p(==x(g^. h^)) . 
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(ill) If X = o (g ) and Y = 0 (h ) , then 
n P n n p n 
lamma 9.2» Let {X^} be a sequence of random variables and {g^} 
sequence of positive real numbers. If E(x2) = 0(b2) , then 
\ • 
Proof. By definition, there exists > 0 such that 
E(X2) < M2b2 . 
n in 
Now, by Chebyshev's inequality, for any K > 0 , 
P(|xJ > Kb^X K-2b;2E(x2) 
< K~^M2 . 
Thus, given e > 0 choose K such that K2 > e ^m2 . 
Finally, we present a general form of the weak law of large 
numbers. The proof may be found in Chung (1974, p.111). 
Chung's Theorem 
Let {X^} be a sequence of independent random variables with 
distribution functions {F } and let S = sf ,X, . Let {b } be 
n n j=l j n 
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sequence of real numbers increasing to + » . Suppose 
n 
(i) Z , ,T dF (x) = o(l) 
j=l |x|>b^ J 
and 
-9 * 
(ii) b E / x^dF (x) = o(l) 
" j=l |x|<b^ j 
Then, 
where 
bn^(Sn - V —> 0 . 
n 
a = E / xdF (x) . 
j=l |x|<b^ ^ 
p  
We note that if a^ - E(S^) > 0 , then we may replace a^ by 
E(S^) above. 
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X. APPENDIX B; CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREMS 
In this appendix, we state the definitions of weak convergence in 
law, and we list some central limit theorems. 
Definition 10»1. Let {F^} be a sequence of distribution 
functions and F a distribution function. We say {F^} converges 
weakly to F if and only if F^(x) + F(x) at all x for which F( •) 
is continuous. 
Definition 10.2. Let {X^} be a sequence of random variables, 
{F^} the corresponding distribution functions, and F a distribution 
function. Then {X^} is said to converge in distribution to F if and 
only if {F^} converges weakly to F . 
If X is a random variable that has the distribution function F , 
then we also say that {X^} converges in distribution to X , and we 
write X —^> X . We now state various central limit theorems. 
n 
Liapounov Central Limit Theorem 
Let {X^} be a sequence of independent random variables with 
distribution functions {F^ } . Let E{X^} = , E{(X^ - ^ 
and V = S. , of . If for some n > 0 
n t=l t 
lim E E|X - ]I 12+^ = O 
n+co ^ t=l *" ^ 
then,» as n •> » 
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V"^'^2 z (X - y ) —> N(0, 1) . 
* t=l c c 
Proof» See advanced probability texts. 
Multivariate Extension of Central Limit Theorems 
Let {Z^} be a sequence of k-dimensional random variables with 
distribution function {F„ (z)} . Let F (x) be the distribution 
t t 
function of where X is a fixed non-zero vector. A 
t ~ t ~ 
necessary and sufficient condition for F (z) to converge to the k-
t 
variate distribution function F (z) is that F (x) converge to a 
n 
limit for each X . 
Proof. See Varadarajan (1958). 
In the theorem above, if each F (x) converges to a normal 
t 
distribution function, then the random vector will converge in 
distribution to a multivariate normal. 
We now list two theorems that are stated and proved in Fuller 
(1987, Appendix l.C). 
Theorem 10.1. Let {e^} be a sequence of independently distributed 
(0, £gQj.j.) p-dimensional random row vectors with uniformly bounded 
2 + 0(6 > 0) moments. Let {c^} be a sequence of fixed p-dimensional 
row vectors with c, c! ^ 0 . Let n be bounded above and below by 11 n 
positive real numbers for all n where V = z" , c: Z and let the 
n t=l t'-^ett t 
""1 n 
elements of M = n ,c'c^ be bounded for all n . Then, 
cc t=l t t 
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^^ 2 E c.e' —> N(0, 1) . 
" t=l c c 
Theorem 10.2. Let ZI = where the are independent p-
t t ~t 
dimensional random row vectors with zero means, positive definite 
covariance matrices Z , and bounded 4 + 5(6 > 0) moments. Let 
~eett 
be a fixed sequence and z = n ^ ^t=l^t ' 
-1 " 
m = (n - 1) ï (z - z)'(z - z) 
zz c=l " t 
with 
n 
lim z = li , lim n = m , lim n E E = S 
n-^co " t=l 
where Z is positive definite. Let 
~ee 
0 = [Z, (vech Mgg)']' 
0 = [z, vech(m + E )']' . 
-HI zz ~ee 
Then, cT ^ 2(0 - 0 ) —> N(m, I) where G = V( 0) . 
n ^ Ml n 
